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This final report provides an overview of the Training Seminar Legal and Institutional Aspects of
Water Governance: From the International to the Domestic Perspective, which took place 6-9
July 2015 in Tashkent, Uzbekistan.
Background
The five Central Asian Countries have a variety of hydropolitical issues among them, including
upstream and downstream interests, water quality challenges, and concerns over shared aquifers.
Uzbekistan has had disputes with its upstream neighbors, primarily over the development of
several dams slated in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. While technical approaches to these issues
can be helpful, UNESCO-IHP has taken the lead in offering capacity-building exercises as well,
including those focusing on international law, negotiations, and alternative dispute resolution
techniques. It is in this context that this Training Seminar was designed. Approximately 20
people took part, a mix of governmental and nongovernmental organizations, as well as
academia. A list of participants, as well as detailed notes, is available from UNESCO-Tashkent.
Program Experts
The members of the training team included the following international experts:
 Mr. Stefano Burchi, deputy-chair and treasurer of the International Association for Water
Law (AIDA).
 Mr. Gabriel Eckstein, Professor of Law specializing in water, environmental, natural
resources and international law at Texas A&M University School of Law in Fort Worth,
Texas and director of the International Water Law Project;
 Ms. Zaki Shubber, lecturer in law and water diplomacy at the UNESCO-IHE Institute for
Water Education in Delft, Netherlands;
 Mr. Aaron Wolf, professor of geography in the College of Earth, Ocean, and
Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State University, a trained mediator/facilitator, and
director of the Program in Water Conflict Management and Transformation;
Program Development
Prior to the start of the Seminar, the International Experts coordinated to develop and structure
the Training Seminar program and materials. In addition, they all coordinated with Suren
Gevinian, who was responsible for organizing, managing, and directing the program on site. The
program was developed in accordance with the Terms of Reference and included presentations
and discussions about: international water law (for both transboundary surface and ground water
resources), international and regional agreements, domestic legal and policy approaches to water
management, domestic implementation of international obligations, international institutions
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working in the field of transboundary waters law and policy, negotiation strategies for resolving
transboundary water disputes, and case studies from around the world. It also included multiple
sessions on conflict resolutions related to transboundary fresh water resources along with
simulation exercises. The course culminated with a substantial simulated negotiation of
agreements over a transboundary river and aquifer.
Program Schedule
Day 1 was crafted to begin with formal welcome address from sponsors and co-sponsors, and
with a local expert laying the national setting for legal and policy approaches to water
governance. Aaron Wolf then transitioned the group from formal presentations to interactive
exercises with an overview of the global issue of transboundary waters.
Days 2-4 were designed to provide both educational and experiential opportunities for
participants. Each day was divided into two, with one expert taking the lead in the morning, and
one in the afternoon.
Day 2 began with Gabriel Eckstein, who worked with the group on general principles of
international water law, including exercises on developing international law for water
governance. Aaron Wolf took over in the afternoon with exercises highlighting approaches to
conflict at multiple scales, starting from the interpersonal and moving all the way to the
international.
Day 3 began with Stefano Burchi expounding on how international water obligations implicate
national legislative responses for implementing the obligations. Examples were brought from
around the world. In the afternoon, Zaki Shubber worked with the group on key principles and
mechanisms of national water law, including institutions and regulations.
Day 4 was dedicated to a role play on a hypothetical basin designed with characteristics that
resemble the local and regional setting. Participants spent the morning learning about the role of
treaties in managing transboundary waters, after which they acted as “national commissions”
whose task was to develop negotiating strategies for their respective, fictitious countries. Aaron
Wolf took them through this first portion and thereafter led the first part of formal “negotiations”
among the countries. As part of the exercise, negotiation approaches and skills were imparted to
the participants.
Gabriel Eckstein then followed up with second round of “negotiations” over a recently
discovered aquifer. His exercises brought the participants full circle to their use of international
law and obligations to help guide negotiations.
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Gabriel Eckstein then followed up with second round of “negotiations” over a recently
discovered aquifer. His exercises brought the participants full circle to their use of international
law and obligations to help guide negotiations.
Finally, Stefano Burchi closed out the session, drawing participants back to the initial goals of
the Training Seminar.
The detailed schedule is attached in Appendix A.
Supplemental individual reports prepared by Stefano Burchi, Zaki Shubber, and Aaron Wolf are
provided in Appendix B.1, B.2, and B.3, respectively.

Program Material
Materials for the Training Seminar were prepared directly by the International Experts. Most of
this material was prepared and compiled immediately prior to start of the Training Seminar. In
most if not all cases, the material replicated material that the International Experts had prepared
and used for other seminars, workshops, courses, etc.







Appendix D contains the Synopsis of Domestic/International Law Interactions and a
Group Exercise (in Russian) prepared by Stefano Burchi;
Appendix E contains Gabriel Eckstein’s presentation slides (in Russian);
Appendix F contains slides (in Russian) on Internet Resources on International and
National Water Law and Management prepared by Gabriel Eckstein;
Appendix G provides Zaki Shubber’s presentation slides (in Russian);
Appendix H contains Aaron Wolf’s presentation slides (in Russian); and
Appendix I contains material used for the role play (in Russian) prepared by Aaron Wolf.

Training Seminar Participation
Participants in the Training Seminar came from numerous governmental agencies, nongovernmental organizations, and academia. While some of them came with distinct knowledge
of freshwater resources, all of them brought diverse professional backgrounds and experiences
that greatly enriched the program. Professions represented at the Training Seminar included civil
servants, department managers, engineers, hydrologists, and lawyers. That variety, however,
also made it a bit difficult for the Training Seminar to proceed at an even pace as the rate of
assimilation and understanding of the material differed among the participants. Nevertheless,
most of the participants appeared to both value and enjoy the Training Seminar, and certainly
3

demonstrated their enhanced knowledge during the final negotiation exercise. Appendix C.1
contains a list of participating organizations and representatives who attending the first day,
while Appendix C.2 contains a list of participants attending the entire training seminar.

Program Organization
Overall, the program was exceptionally well organized and managed. Mr. Gevinian did an
excellent job in ensuring that every piece of the program was in place. Moreover, whenever an
unforeseen challenge arose, Mr. Gevinian immediately resolved the issue quietly and, where
needed, with the utmost sense of diplomacy. All of the International Experts and the participants
were especially pleased with the quality of the translators that Mr. Gevinian secured. The two
translators had exceptional translation abilities and even had a law background, which greatly
helped in ensuring that language was not a barrier. In addition, the facilities at the Wyndham
Hotel Tashkent were more than adequate for Training seminar and the hotel staff were
exceptionally helpful and friendly.

Future Activities
At the close of the Training Seminar, participants were asked what they thought should be
included in future activities. The following is a summary of their responses.
 More focus on local training
 More focus on water issues and relationships in the region
 More local and regional examples and case studies should be incorporated into the
program
 Training seminars and workshops should be held in each of the countries in the region
and followed up with a program involving participants from all of the countries
 Similar seminars should be organized and tailored for different stakeholders, such as:
midlevel officials, managers, water users, farmers, hydrologists, university professors,
journalist etc.
 More young people should be encouraged to participate in these training seminars and
workshops
 Future workshops could include filed trips, together with the experts, as part of a training
session
 Offer training seminars and workshops for specialists in the sphere of water, such as:
rational use of water resources in particular during drought and high water years; current
problems of using water resources and modern ways to solve them.
 More time should be devoted to the methodology of conflict resolution and more time
should be reserved for the role playing
4




Create a network of experts in the region and internationally who could communicate and
work together online
Use computer simulations

A number of points were made clear from participants’ reactions to the Training Seminar:
 The teaching style of informal interaction and role play was new and much appreciated;
 Likewise, the subject matter was mostly new to the participants, most of whose primary
training was technical, with a few political scientists.
 There was an underlying tension between a strong desire to delve directly into actual
issues relevant to the Syr Darya and Amu Darya and recognition that those conversations
would perhaps have been too sensitive to take on.
 Similarly, there was a desire to undertake training like this along with their co-riparian
states, and perhaps to broach actual issues together, but only in a highly facilitated
informal format.
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Appendix B.1
Supplemental individual report prepared by Stefano Burchi
MODULE ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC
WATER LAW

This module had been prepared and was delivered by invited instructor Stefano Burchi. The
module consisted of a presentation followed by a group exercise. In his presentation the
instructor



drew a clear distinction and differentiation between international and domestic water law,
and
illustrated how the two, however separate and distinct both conceptually and
operationally in their respective ambit of application, still interface at discrete points of
intersection where the international law obligations of States – stemming from global,
regional or bi-lateral freshwater treaties and agreements – must be complied with by
States, notably through domestic legislation operationalizing those obligations into action
on the ground.

The instructor illustrated and elaborated on the latter point in particular, with reference to
selected provisions in selected treaties and agreements providing for



the allocation of shared water resources among States, and
control of pollution of shared water resources,

and calling – explicitly or by clear implication – for domestic permit/licensing systems of water
abstraction and of wastewater disposal into freshwater bodies, which need to be provided for and
regulated in the domestic water laws of the countries which have signed on to the referenced
treaties and agreements.
He then went on to illustrate actual examples of how specific concern for the obligations
stemming from a freshwater treaty or agreement in regard to water allocation and to pollution
control reverberates in the domestic water laws of the countries which are a Party to such treaties
and agreements. He did so by reference to the water laws in effect in, respectively, Namibia
(2013) and Zambia (2011). He concluded by referencing to other water laws reflecting
awareness of the significance of the water resources of rivers and lakes bordering or traversing a

particular country. He illustrated, in particular, Zambia’s Water Act, 2011 provisions which
incorporate the cardinal principles of customary international water law in the country’s own
domestic legal system, as guidance for the country’s negotiations and eventual treaty-making
with its neighbours.
Presentation time was followed by a group exercise, seeking to tease out from participants the
application of the concepts illustrated in the presentation time to a real-life situation. Participants
were divided into small groups, and each group was assigned the same task. In their reports back
to the plenary, the groups provided a variety of responses, some more elaborate than others, most
quite pertinent and relevant. On balance, despite their relative ignorance of international water
law, and their limited knowledge of domestic water law, the participants disclosed an
appreciation of the two realms of the law, and of modes of interaction. This, not only in the
group exercise, but also in their interventions during presentation time, when they sought
clarifications from the instructor, or injected their own viewpoints or interpretations.

Appendix B.2
Supplemental individual report prepared by Zaki Shubber

SESSION ON NATIONAL WATER LEGISLATION
This session was prepared and delivered by Zaki Shubber, Lecturer in Law and Water
Diplomacy at the UNESCO-IHE Institute for Water Education.
The session presented the last level of water governance addressed in the workshop. It built on
the previous session conducted by fellow instructor Stefano Burchi, which had focused on the
interface between international and domestic, or national, water law. The session consisted of a
presentation that included two interactive elements.
The main points addressed in the presentation were:
 Key principles of national water legislation
 Implementing water legislation
The session began with an introduction highlighting the importance of legislation in the context
of water governance, and more broadly, of water resources management.
The objective of the first part of the session was to give an overview of key concepts relating to
national water legislation and the various components that the legal framework should contain.
The participants were asked to contribute their ideas on the matter; the instructor provided
feedback on the suggestions of the participants before presenting the topic in a more structured
way.
This was followed by a discussion about water rights and particularly the system by which these
rights can be operationalised in practice. The permit or licensing system had already been
alluded to in the previous session and was elaborated upon in more detail.
The importance of the structure of water legislation was also explained: chosing to put certain
provisions in an act or in a regulation has very practical implications on the implementation of
the rights and obligations set out in the law. This provided a useful bridge to the second, and
final, part of the session that dealt with the implementation of national water legislation.
In this part of the session, the participants were first split into groups and asked to identify three
obstacles to the implementation and enforcement of water legislation. Each group was then asked

to present the outcome of their discussions, which was commented upon by the instructor. She
then ended the session by referring to other types of obstacles that had not been mentioned by the
participants.
Although most of the audience had limited knowledge of this area and few were lawyers, they
actively participated in the exercises and contributed valuable input and comments to the topic
being presented.

Appendix B.3
Supplemental individual report prepared by Aaron Wolf
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Background
The five Central Asian Countries have a variety of hydropolitical issues between them,
including between upstream and downstream interests, water quality, and shared aquifers.
Uzbekistan has had disputes with its upstream neighbors, primarily over the development of
several dams slated for Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. While technical approaches to these issues
can be helpful, UNESCO-IHP has taken the lead in offering capacity-building exercises as well,
including those focusing on international law, negotiations, and Alternative Dispute Resolution
techniques. It is in this context that this workshop was designed. Approximately 20 people took
part, a mix of governmental and nongovernmental organizations, as well as academia. (A list of
participants, as well as detailed notes, are available from UNESCO-Tashkent.)
Workshop Design
Suren Gevinian arrived several days in advance to help finalize participants and
sponsorship, based on the groundwork led by Alice Aureli over the prior several months. Aaron
Wolf and Suren Gevinian worked through the choreography of the entire meeting, along with
hotel staff, to figure out the changing needs of the participants as they were to move through the
course of the four days.
The workshop was designed to take advantage of the expertise of the four leads in order
to bolster capacity in national and international legal principles as well as alternative approaches
to disputes and conflict management.
Day 1 was crafted to begin with formal welcome address from sponsors and co-sponsors,
and with a local expert laying the national setting for legal approaches. Aaron Wolf then
transitioned the group from formal presentations to interactive exercises with an overview of the
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global issue of transboundary waters.
Each subsequent day was divided into two, with one expert taking the lead in the morning,
and one in the afternoon. Day 2 began with Gabriel Eckstein, who worked with the group on
general principles of international water law. Aaron Wolf took over in the afternoon, with
exercises highlighted approaches to conflict at multiple scales, starting from the interpersonal
and moving all the way up to the international
Day 3 began with Stefano Burchi expounding on how international water obligations
suggests national legislation to match. Examples were brought from around the world. In the
afternoon, Zaki Shubber worked with the group on key principles of national water law,
including institutions and regulations.
Day 4 was dedicated to a role play on a hypothetical basin designed with characteristics
that resemble the local setting. Participants spent the morning learning about the role of treaties
in managing transboundary waters, then began to act as “national commissions” whose task was
to develop negotiating strategies for their respective countries. Aaron Wolf took them through
this first portion, then led the first part of formal “negotiations” between the countries. In doing
so, negotiation approaches and skills were imparted to the participants. Appendix 1 has
directions for setting up and carrying out the role play.
Gabriel Eckstein then let a follow-up round of “negotiations,” this time over a recently
discovered aquifer. His exercises brought the participants full circle to their use of international
law to help guide negotiations.
Finally, Stefano Burchi closed out the group, drawing them back to their initial goals.
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Future Activities
As we closed the workshop, we asked participants what they thought should be included
in future activities. Here is the list:


Deeper and more local training



More on the methodology of conflict resolution



Bring national and international experts together for similar training



Use computer simulations



More local examples



More regional examples



More case studies



More young people participating



Workshops also with neighboring countries

Reflections
A number of points were made clear from reactions to the workshop:


The teaching style of informal interaction and role play was new and much appreciated;



Likewise, the subject matter was mostly new to the participants, most of whose primary
training was technical, with a few political scientists.



There was an underlying tension between a strong desire to delve directly into actual
issues relevant to the Syr Darya and Amu Darya and recognition that those conversations
would perhaps have been too sensitive to take on.
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Similarly, there was a desire to undertake training like this along with their co-riparian
states, and perhaps to broach actual issues together, but only in a highly facilitated
informal format.

All told, both the style and material were much appreciated, and it was clear that the desire was
for more and bigger. The team was first rate, as was UNESCO’s leadership and organization.

5

APPENDIX 1:
Instructions for the Pandal Basin
Part 1 – Stakeholders, Interests, and Positions
1) Several large format maps of the Pandal Basin map such as poster-sized copy versions (wall
maps) should be distributed about the meeting room, but an overhead projection or PowerPoint
will also work, as long as the projection is on a surface to which Post-its can be affixed. Plenty of
Post-it notes in three colors and plenty of pens should be available.
2) Divide the group into smaller groups, ideally six. Ideally, each of the groups would represent
one of the following countries (Ordon, Gandor, Panam, Esund, and Dalik) and one group would
represent regional/global third parties and the NGO community. Though each group will do the
exercise for only one country, the number of groups is restricted by the number of wall maps.
3) Suggest the following: “You (the participants) are each an expert group called together by the
(fictional) Global Bank for Sustainable Development (or any other interested real or fictional
third party), to help with the establishment of a cooperative framework for managing the Pandal
Basin.”
“Your first task, as regional experts, is to help identify the parties (“stakeholders”) who should
be invited to negotiate such a framework. Given your expertise, would you be kind enough to
conduct the following exercise on Identifying Possible Parties, Decidable Issues, and
Positions/Interests for the country to which you have been assigned (one group should think
specifically about regional/global third parties and the NGO community.”
4) Small Group Tasks
a) Using the Yellow Post-its, identify Parties that may become involved in the discussionnegotiations over the Pandal Basin. These Parties or “stakeholders” may be individuals,
organizations, or agencies in any of the five countries within the basin, or from anywhere else.
b) Post your results at the appropriate places on the walls. You should aim for at least 20 such
parties or “stakeholders”.
c) Using the Blue Post-Its, identify “Decidable Issues” that are likely to be addressed within
and/or among these parties now and in the near future.
d) Post your results at the appropriate places on the walls. You should aim for at least 10 such
issues.
e) Choose at least three key Parties and Issues for each country, and identify at least five key
Positions/ Interests for each Party as it considers those issues. Write those Position/Interests on
the Green Post-Its and post them at the appropriate places on the walls.
f) It may help to fill out the following type of form for each country, expanded out for however
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many parties are identified. To get started, look for “key” words in the country descriptions
Example: Ordon
People
Agriculture

Relationship

Suwa
Timber
Industry

Issues
Water for food

Positions
Water is for food and
drinking water

Spiritual Use
of River
Transport Logs
by river

Water and timber are
important for identity
Water needed to permit
profitable logging

Interests
Subsistence farming
does not permit
expensive water
diversions
Profits need to be
shared with all
Profits

g) The trainer should circulate between the tables to make certain the participants understand
what a “stakeholder” is, what a “positions” are, and what constitutes “interests”, and the
important differences between “positions” and “interests”.
h) Each country should develop two priority projects.
i) Each country should elect a water minister to represent them during multi-laterial negotiations.
i) Allow approximately 90 minutes for the groups to complete the exercise.
Part 2 – Multi-Lateral Negotiations
1) A facilitator rearranges the seating for the multi-lateral negotiations with just the water
ministers. The seating arrangement is important so that none of the countries are facing each
other, but rather are seated next to each other. A “V” pattern with the tables usually works well
with the ministers facing one map or projection. Each minister introduces themselves and reads
prepared statements from each country.
2) Option – Facilitator could invite each water minister to post their desired projects to begin the
process of considering the notion of “benefit sharing”.

3) The facilitator then asks each water minister to describe the landscape that underscores
successful negotiation. An example flipchart:




Forest
Clean Water
Agriculture





Fresh Air
Wealthy, Healthy
Water Supply for People

4) The facilitator then asks what the headlines might read for the Pandal Basin in 20 years if the
negotiations were unsuccessful.
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5) Next, the facilitator asks about the shared vision and proposed projects by country. These
projects are then posted on the basin map with country boundaries. This should take about 5
minutes.
6) The facilitator then asks the water ministers if the proposed projects are “sustainable” for the
basin.
7) Then the facilitator asks about the shared vision and proposed projects by basin. A new map is
projected on the wall, this time with no country boundaries. The water ministers are then asked
to meet with the other ministers within their country (energy, environment, agriculture, spiritual,
etc.) to define two projects and post on the “borderless” map. This should take about 5 to 10
minutes.
8) Put the borders back on the map. Now it is time to think about “sharing benefits”.
9) Allow approximately 75 minutes for the groups to complete the exercise.
Part 3 – Debriefing
1) What tools were used?
a) Seating arrangement to seat “enemies” next to each other.
b) Analysis of “good” versus “bad” based on projects.
c) Started with a “shared vision” exercise.
d) Active listening.
2) What were the observations?
Several dam locations were identified even though the “cooperative future” indicated that many
dams would lead to an “uncooperative future”.
3) Allow approximately 15 minutes for the groups to complete the debriefing.
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Appendix C.1
List of Participating Organizations and Representatives
Attending the Opening Day of the Training Seminar

1. International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea: Mr. Shavkat Hamraev, Acting Chairman
of the Executive Committee of the International Fund for saving the Aral Sea. Ministry of
Agriculture and Water Resources; Mr. Vokhidjon Akhmadjonov, Mr. Rakhat Ganiev;
Mr. Нозим Хасанов.
2. Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources (MAWR): Mr. Shukhrat Teshayev
Minister of Agriculture and Water Resources.
3. MFA: Mr. Mumin Turaev – 3rd Secretary, Department for Cooperation with CIS and
SCO, Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
4. Ecological Movement of Uzbekistan: Mr. Bory Alikhanov Chairman of the Executive
committee of Central Kengash (Council) of the Ecological Movement; Mr. Omonov;
Mr. Khishvaktov.
5. State Committee of Geology and Mineral Recourses: Mr. Turamuratov Ulhombay,
Chairman; Mr. A.Mavlonov Deputy Chairman.
6. State Committee on Nature Protection: Mr. Bakhtiyor Abdusamatov Chairman; Mr.
Nodirjon Unusov Head of International Cooperation and programs Department.
7. Aral Gene Pool Protection Fund: Mr. Uktam Abdurakhmanov Executive Director.
8. IHP of UNESCO in Uzbekistan; Mr. S.Myagkov Executive Secretary of National
Commission Deputy Director NIGMI of Uzhydromet
9. Natcom of Uzbekistan; Mr. A.Ikramov Secretary-General
10. Institute of Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology (HYDROENGEO) of the State
Committee of the Republic Uzbekistan on Geologies and mineral resource. Abdullaev
Botirjon Director; Dr. Jamoljon Jumanov - Head of the laboratory «GIS-technology»,
"Institute HYDROENGEO
11. National University of Uzbekistan: Mr. Gafurjan Mukhamedov Rector; Dr. Azamat
Azizov, Ms. Natalia Akinshina Department of Applied Ecology&SD.

12. Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Melioration: Professor Muhammadhon Hamidov
Rector, Prof. A.Salakhiddinov; Mrs. Yulia Shirokova Chief of Laboratory of the
Institute of Irrigation and Water Resources; Mr. Gulom Bekmirzaev Scientific
Researcher; Dr. Alim Pulatov Deputy Rector, GIS center.
13. Swiss Embassy Mr. Nicolas Brühl Ambassador of Switzerland
14. ICARDA-CAC: Regional Office for Central Asia Tashkent Office, Mr. Jozef Turok,
Head PFU and Regional Coordinator ICARDA
15. UNDP: Mr. Stefan Priesner UN Resident Coordinator/UNDP Resident Representative;
Mr. Abduvakkos Abdurakhmanov Head Environment and Energy Unit; Mr. Darkhon
Abutalibov; Mr. Ulugbek Islamov.
16. World Bank: Mr. Junghun Cho, World Bank Country Manager for Uzbekistan.
17. ADB: Mr. Takeo Konishi Country Director
18. International Water Management Institute (IWMI), Central Asia Office. Mr. Akmal
Karimov Interim Office Head
19. EU delegation: Mr. Yuri Sterk, Mr. Dominique WAUTERS Head of the Delegation of
the European Union
20. US Embassy: Ms. Guzal Khudjaeva Science Specialist
21. GIZ: Mr. Torsten Brezina Country Director
22. KRASS (Khorezm Rural Advisory Support Service): Ms. Inna Rudenko
23. Scientific Information Centre of the Interstate Commission on Water coordination
SIC ICWC: Prof. Victor Dukhovny

Appendix C.2

List of Participants Who Attended the Entire Training Seminar

No.

Full Name

Position

Telephone

Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources
KhamraevShavkatRakhi Deputy Minister, Acting Chairman of EC
movich

IFAS

FozilovAllomzhonKarim

Deputy

Head

of

Chief

241-18-83

Water

239-13-79

ovich

Management Department

KuchkarovSharifzhon

Head of the Department for water

241-27-90

resources balance and development of
water-saving technologies
SalikhovZokhid

Deputy Head of International Relations

241-31-53

Department
BurhonzhonovBirodarzh Deputy Head of the Department for
on

water

resources

development

of

balance

241-34-42

and

water-saving

technologies
IshpulatovZokir

Head of the division of the Department
for

water

development
technologies

resources
of

balance

and

water-saving

241-33-11

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
3-rd

TuraevMumin

Secretary

of

the

Department

for 233-49-37

Cooperation with the CIS, CSTO and SCO
structures

BakiyevNazrulislom

Attache

of

the

Department

for 233-49-37

Cooperation with the CIS, CSTO and
SCO structures
ErkinovFarrukh

Attache

of

the

Contract-Legal 233-48-34

Department
State Committee for Nature Protection
BabakhodzhaevMakha

Head of the Chief Department for 239-48-13

matmuso

Control over the Protection and Use of
Land - Water Resources

RakhmonovBokhodir

Deputy

Head

of

State

Special

Inspection of Analytical Control "ANIDI"
Uzhydromet
GavrilenkoNadezhda

Deputy Head of the Department for

150-85-39

Water Cadastre and meteorological
measurements
Strahova Natalia

Head of the Deaprtment for State Water

150-85-39

Cadastre
State Committee on Geology and Mineral Resources
Tashpulatov M. M.

Chief specialist of the ГГИГ and ГЭР of
the State Committee on Geology

256-09-37

Pulatov N. B.

First category hydrogeologist of the

262-43-78

State Committee on Geology
Umurzakova Z. R.

Researcher of the State Committee on

262-75-92

Geology
Umarov Z. M.

Junior

Researcher

of

the

State

262-75-92

Chief specialist of the Department for

232-64-17

Committee on Geology
Ministry of Economy
MirkhabibovShukhrat

Development of Agriculture and Water
Management
BobozhonovKodirzhon

Deputy Executive Director of the Fund

232-63-62

for Aral Sea Gene Pool Protection

Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, Investments and Trade
KhasanovSherzod

Chief

Specialist

of

the

Legal

238-52-56

Department
Ministry of Finance
AlibekovTimur

Deputy Head of the Chief Department
of foreign currency assets and liabilities

SJSC "Uzbekenergo"
Khegai Elena

Lead Engineer of hydraulic engineering
service sector

236-63-07

Kuznetsova Natalia

Lead Engineer of energy regimes and

236-62-62

commercial inflows SO UES sector

Znay Oleg

Head of Division for water - power and

215-53-28

socio - economic problems of JSC
"Hydroproject"
Tsoi Vladimir

Chief specialist of the Division for water

215-53-28

- power and socio - economic problems
of JSC "Hydroproject"

Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and Land Reclamation
Salokhiddinov

Head of the Department "Ecology and

237-19-26

Abdukhakim
WRM"

Ismoilhodzhaev B. Sh.

Professor of the Department "Ecology

237-19-26

and WRM"
Razzakov Ruslan

Teaching assistant of the Department

237-19-26

"Ecology and WRM"
Khamidov Avaz

Teaching assistant of the Department

237-19-26

"Ecology and WRM"
Research Institute for Irrigation and Water Problems
Rakhimov Shavkat

Director

265-18-53

Makhmudov Ilkhom

First Deputy Director

266-40-53

Gapparov Furkat

Head of the laboratory "Reservoirs and

265-12-58

their security"
Shoazizov Farrukh

Head of the laboratory "Hydraulics of

265-9-48

rivers, canals and structures"
Executive committee of IFAS
Talipov Shukhrat

Acting Deputy Chairman

Tulyaganov Adham

Acting Head of department

230-44-90

Khasanov Nozim

Head of Secretariat

230-44-90

-44-90

Appendix D

Synopsis of Domestic/International Law Interactions and
a Group Exercise
prepared by Stefano Burchi

DOM
MESTIC/INTERNATIO
ONAL WAT
TER LAW INTERACTIONS
SYNOPSIS
S
Sttefano Burcchi
Chairman of the Execu
C
utive Counccil
Internattional Asso
ociation for Water Law
w (AIDA)
E
PART ONE
REVIEW O
OF DOMEST
TIC REGULA
ATORY INSSTRUMENT
TS INSTRUM
MENTAL TO
T COMPLIA
ANCE
WITH TRA
ANS‐BOUNDARY OBLIGATIONS REGARDIN
NG, IN PART
TICULAR –



ATER RESO
OURCES ALLOCATION
N (EQUITAB
BLE & REAS
SONABLE UTILIZATIO
U
ON RULE)
WA
WA
ATER POLL
LUTION CONTROL (NO
O SIGNIFIC
CANT HARM
M RULE)

STEMMIN
NG IN PART
TICULAR FR
ROM:



DC REVISED PROTOC
COL 2000
SAD
INC
COMAPUTO
O TRILATERAL AGREEMENT 2002 (MOZAM
MBIQUE/R
RSA/SWAZIILAND)

PART TWO
O
REFLECTIIONS OF IN
NTERNATIO
ONAL WATER LAW PR
RINCIPLES AND OBLIGATIONS IN
I
DOMESTIC
C WATER LEGISLATIO
L
ON
ARMENIA
A – Water Code,
C
2002
The Code pays speccial attentio
on to transsboundary water resources, and entrusts a special‐
purpose Transbound
T
dary Water Resourcees Commisssion with the role of
o focal poiint for thee
formulatio
on of relevaant govern
nment policcy and for guidance
g
in
n addressin
ng issues ou
utstandingg
with neigh
hbouring co
ountries (A
Article 64).
BANGLAD
DESH – Water Act, 201
13
Acting in consultatiion with the
t
National Water Resources Council, the
t
Govern
nment hass
authority to engagge in cooperation with
w
otheer countriees and in
nternationaal/regionall
organizatiions in relaation to daata collectiion and exchange, to “joint” meeasures forr pollution
n
control, and
a
for th
he develop
pment of water ressources, in
ncluding in
n particulaar for thee
abstractio
on and distrribution off water reso
ources, in relation
r
to “common water
w
resources” and
d
to “internaational riveers”. With a view to th
he above co
ooperation
n, the Counccil may givee advice to
o
the Govern
nment to sttipulate agreements or
o other appropriate legal
l
instru
uments (Artt.7).

BHUTAN – Water Acct, 2011
Trans‐bou
undary waters are also toucheed upon, iff obliquely
y, through a direction
n that thee
Commissio
on be conssulted priorr to enterin
ng into an internation
i
nal agreemeent concern
ning waterr
resources,, and empo
owerment of the Nattional Enviironment Commissio
C
on to enterr into such
h
agreements with thee prior conssent of the Bhutan Gov
vernment (Art.78).
(
CAMBODIIA – Law on
n water ressources maanagement,, 2007
The Law also asseerts the country’s “right
“
and duty to participatee in the utilization,,
development and maanagementt of an equiitable and reasonable
r
e share of the
t internattional riverr
basins in itts territory”, consisten
nt with thee internatio
onal rights and obligaations stem
mming from
m
treaties an
nd agreemeents to whiich Cambod
dia is a Partty (Article 34).
KYRGYZS
STAN – Law
w of 29 Junee 2001 on Interstate
I
w
water
objeccts, water resources
r
a water
and
economy constructio
c
ons in the Kyrgyz
K
Republic
This Law provides policy
p
direction and guidance in
i connectiion with th
he Kyrgyz Republic’ss
dealings w
with neighb
bouring countries in relation to
o the waterr resourcess of the riv
vers which
h
rise in thee Republic and
a flow to
o neighbou
uring statess, and to relevant riveer regulatin
ng facilitiess
located in
n the Repub
blic. Negotiiations, in particular, must duly
y reflect an
nd be inspired by thee
economic value of water, and pursue some form
m of cost recovery from the Republic’ss
neighbourrs in recognition of th
he expensee to the Republic of regulating
r
t flow off interstatee
the
rivers, also for the benefit
b
of th
hose statess. In particu
ular, “proteection” of the
t water facilities
f
off
strategic iimportancee to neighb
bouring co
ountries, which
w
are located
l
in Kyrgyzstan
n, is madee
conditionaal upon the recovery
y of relevan
nt pro‐rataa costs from
m those co
ountries. In
n addition,,
charging ffor the usee of water resources flowing into the Rep
public’s neiighbours, by
b them, iss
singled ou
ut as a distin
nctive option for futu
ure negotiattions.
MAURITA
ANIA – Watter Code, 20
005
The Code carries allso an unu
usual proviision recallling a multi‐lateral instrumentt – i.e., thee
Senegal R
t of the waater resourrces of thee
River Waterrs Charter – in regard
d to the managemen
m
all of whiich fall witthin the scope of thee
Senegal R
River and of
o its tributtaries in Mauritania,
M
authority and mandaate of the Senegal
S
Riv
ver Development Orgganization (Organisattion pour la
a
mise en va
aleur du fleeuve Sénéga
al, groupin
ng Mali, Sen
negal and Guinea‐Con
nakry, in addition
a
to
o
Mauritania) (Article 4).
NAMIBIA ‐ Water Resources Managemen
M
nt Act, 2013
3
The statutte has an en
ntire chaptter (Part 6) which is ggiven over to
t “internattionally shaared waterr
resources””, which th
he definitio
ons clause clarifies to mean waater resources that are
a shared
d
between ttwo or morre states. First, the releevant functtions of thee Minister responsible
r
e for waterr
resources are spelt out in con
nsiderable detail (Artt.28). They range from
m participation with
h
neighbourring and oth
her ripariaan states in the establiishment, deevelopmen
nt and main
ntenance off
a common
n databasee to engagging in thee joint man
nagement, planning and develo
opment off
projects cconcerning shared water
w
resou
urces in fu
urtherance of the objjectives of the SADC
Revised P
Protocol on
n Shared Watercourrses; and from
f
proteecting the internatio
onal waterr
resource q
quality, inclluding disccussion witth upstream
m states to reduce or prevent
p
thee

deteriorattion of watter quality
y resulting from activ
vities in up
pstream sttates, to esstablishingg
mechanism
ms for thee preventiion and seettlement of disputees; and fro
om encourraging thee
participatiion of Nam
mibian staakeholders in discusssions conccerning th
he identificcation and
d
formulatio
on of the in
nterests of Namibia to
o building h
human ressource capaacity to parrticipate in
n
the managgement of shared
s
watter resourcees, includin
ng in particcular negotiiations, con
nsultationss
and confliict resolutiion. Next, the
t Ministeer is authorized to make
m
regulaations with
h a view to
o
ensuring compliancee with Naamibia’s rigghts and obligations
o
stemmingg from a number
n
off
nominated
d water‐reelated treatties and aggreements,, and others as gazetted by th
he Ministerr
(Art.29).
In addition to the ab
bove, the im
mpact of a proposed w
water absttraction, an
nd that of a proposed
d
wastewateer dischargge (or prop
posed wasttewater treeatment pllant or waste disposaal site), on
n
Namibia’s international obligattions relatin
ng to Namibia’s “interrnationally shared waaters” mustt
be factoreed in the deecision‐mak
king processs triggered
d by appliccations for, respectiveely, a waterr
abstractio
on licence (Art.45(2)(g)(ii)), an
nd a licencce to disch
harge efflu
uent or to operate a
wastewateer treatmen
nt facility or
o a waste disposal
d
sitte (Art.75(1
1)(g)).
PARAGUA
AY – Law on
n Water Reesources, 2007
The statutte provides that the management of the water ressources wh
hich Paragu
uay has in
n
common w
with other countries shall be go
overned by
y the treaties and agrreements in
i effect. Itt
also provides that th
he managem
ment of Parraguay’s water resourrces shall be
b in conformity with
h
the countrry’s internaational obliigations, in
ncluding, in
n particularr, those reggarding hum
man rightss
(Article 8)).
PERU – Laaw on Wateer Resources, 2009
The impo
ortance of trans‐boun
ndary watter resourcces is acknowledged
d and refleected in a
direction that the National Waater Authorrity coordiinate with the Foreiggn Affairs Ministry
M
in
n
the negottiation and
d signing of
o agreemeents for th
he integratted managgement of the waterr
resources of trans‐bo
oundary riv
ver basins (Art.33).
REPUBLIC
C OF SOUT
TH AFRICA
A – Nationall Water Actt, 1998
The Minisster respon
nsible for water
w
affaiirs may establish bod
dies for th
he implemeentation off
international agreem
ments regarrding the assessment
a
t, monitorin
ng, manageement and protection
n
of water rresources shared
s
witth neighbou
uring coun
ntries, inclu
uding wateerworks co
onstruction
n
and the alllocation an
nd use of such
s
water resources (Art.102). The goverrnance, fun
nctions and
d
financing of such bo
odies mustt be spelt out
o and maade known
n by the Minister
M
to the publicc
(Art.103). They aree bodies corporate
c
(Art.104), are subjeect to rep
porting and
d auditingg
obligation
ns (Art.106)), and – with the conccurrence of the otherr parties to
o the agreem
ment – aree
liable to in
nvestigation
n of their affairs
a
and financial
f
po
osition. (Arrt.107).
SYRIA – L
Law on Watter, 2005
The law laays down the
t princip
ple that all water reso
ources belo
ong to the public dom
main of thee
State. Speccific mentio
on is also made
m
of thee waters off the Syrian
n portion of water bod
dies which
h
are traverrsed by the internation
nal boundaary lines wiith Syria’s neighbours
n
s (Article 2)).

TANZANIA
A – Water Resources Managemeent Act, 200
09
Trans‐bou
undary watters attractt provisionss and direcctions of a policy
p
impo
ort (Articlees 98‐100)..
Of note, sp
pecific direections to the
t Ministeer responsiible for water resourcces to (a) take
t
action
n
for the im
mplementaation of trrans‐bound
dary waterrs agreem
ments madee by Tanzzania with
h
neighbourring countrries (Articlee 98(2)), an
nd (b) gather data and
d informatiion regardiing specificc
aspects off the use an
nd quality status of traans‐boundaary waters (Article 10
00).
URUGUAY
Y – Law 18.610 of 200
09, carryingg the Princiiples for a National
N
W
Water
Policy
y
Çoordinattion and coo
operation with
w other States in th
he managem
ment of shaared waterr resourcess
is singled out as a matter
m
of statutory po
olicy (Articlle 8). With a specific view to en
nsuring thee
sustainablle managem
ment of th
he water reesources sh
hared with
h neighbou
uring Statess, the law
w
further creates threee Regional Water Ressources Cou
uncils coveering the th
hree main hydrologic
h
c
regions off the countrry, coincidiing with riv
ver and lak
ke basins which
w
are sh
hared with Uruguay’ss
neighbourring countrries. The Councils aree made up of represeentatives of Governm
ment, waterr
users, and
d civil socieety. The Co
ouncils are attached to
t the Houssing and En
nvironmen
nt Ministry,,
and are ch
haired by that Ministtry (Articlee 25). Theiir chief tassk is to preepare regio
onal waterr
resources plans (Artticle 26), an
nd to fosteer and coorrdinate the formation
n of basin and
a aquiferr
commissio
ons for thee local man
nagement of water resources and
a for thee managem
ment of thee
conflictivee potentiall of the usse of such
h resources. The com
mmissions will functtion in an
n
advisory ccapacity to
o the Regio
onal Counccils (Article 29). Thee fact that all three hydrologic
h
c
regions off the Regio
onal Counciils coincidee with riveer and lakee basins wh
hich are sh
hared with
h
Uruguay’ss neighbou
uring coun
ntries shalll trigger tthe particiipation of the Foreiign Affairss
Ministry in
n the condu
uct of busin
ness of the Councils, whenever
w
r
relevant
(A
Article 26).
ZAMBIA – Water Reesources Managementt Act, 2011
Special atttention is paid
p
to thee watercourses and water
w
resou
urces which
h form thee boundary
y
between Z
Zambia and
d neighbou
uring Statees, or which
h lie astrid
de, or traveerse, those boundary
y
lines. Not surprisingly, the relevant provisions are cast
c
as policcy direction
ns for goveernment to
o
follow. Of particular note amon
ng them is a direction
n that the fu
undamentaal internatio
onal waterr
law princiiple of the equitable, reasonablee and sustaainable utillization mu
ust inform all
a treatiess
and agreeements maade by Zam
mbia with neighbourring States in connecction with the waterr
resources it shares with
w them (Art.57(2))
(
.

DOM
MESTIC/IN
NTERNATIO
ONAL WAT
TER LAW IN
NTERACTIO
ONS
DOMESTIC WATE
ER LAW INS
STRUMENTS FOR CO
OMPLIANC
CE WITH TRANS‐BOU
UNDARY
W
WATER
TR
REATY OBL
LIGATIONS
GRO
OUP EXERC
CISE
Scenario
1.

Forr a long streetch of its course,
c
River Y forms the borderr between States
S
A an
nd B.

2.
Thee two Statees have agrreed to shaare the riveer flows in
n accordancce with a schedule off
agreed wiithdrawals at agreed
d points allong the co
ourse of th
he River, on
o both sides of thee
border. In particular, the two Sttates have agreed as ffollows:
“Any absstraction of waterss from River
R
Y, regardless
r
of the use
u
or ge
eographicc
destinatio
on of such
h waters, shall
s
be in
n conformiity with th
he flow reg
gimes in Annex
A
I off
this Agree
ement”.
3.
Witth a view to enhancin
ng the availlability of river
r
waterr for a varieety of uses,, thay havee
also agreeed to contro
ol pollution
n of the waaters of Riv
ver Y and, to
t this end,, they havee agreed ass
follows:
“To adopt a list off substances the inttroduction
n of which
h into the water ressources off
River Y iss to be proh
hibited orr limited”.
ur assignm
ment
You
4.
You
u are memb
bers of Statte A and Sttate B team
ms appointeed to review
w the domeestic waterr
legislation
n of your reespective country,
c
an
nd check it for consisstency and compliancce with thee
terms of the
t agreem
ment. In parrticular, you are to reeport and make
m
recom
mmendatio
ons to yourr
respectivee governmeents on the following:
4.1
Wh
hat kind off administrative legal instrumen
nts are neeeded in thee Water Code of yourr
country to
o comply with
w the term
ms of the aggreement regarding
r
t sharingg of River Y flows?
the
4.2
Wh
hat kind off administrative legal instrumen
nts are neeeded in thee Water Code of yourr
country to
o comply with
w the terrms of the agreementt regardingg control off pollution of River Y
waters and, in particcular, the in
ntroduction
n of prohibiited or resttricted subsstances in the
t river?
4.3
Wh
hat additio
onal provissions, if any,
a
are needed
n
in the Wateer Code to
o facilitatee
compliancce with the terms of th
he agreemeent regardiing allocatiion of Riverr Y flows, and
a controll
of pollutio
on of its waters?
4.4

Anyy additionaal recommeendations you
y think are relevantt and usefu
ul in this con
nnection?
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• The Evolution of International
Law for Transboundary
Freshwater Resources
- Stage 1: Navigational Uses
- Stage 2: Non-navigational Uses
- Stage 3: Transboundary Aquifers

Gabriel Eckstein
07.07.20015
Tashkent

Context: The Need for Water

Context: The Need for Water
• Navigational Uses

• Essential for life

- Commerce
- Travel
- Transport

• Non-Navigational Uses

• No substitute
• Renewable but
finite

- Irrigation
- Drinking water
- Energy/electric generation
- Fishing & fish farming
- Flood control
- Health and sanitation
- Manufacturing
- Timber floating
- Environment & habitat
- Conservation
- Recreation
- Aesthetics
- Others
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Context: The Need for Water

By 2025, if present water consumption trends continue, 5 billion
people will live in areas where it will be impossible or difficult to
meet basic water needs for drinking, cooking, and sanitation
Source: http://www.unep.org/dewa/vitalwater/article141.html

Whose Water Is It?

Whose Water Is It?

State A
State B

Q: How many rivers and lakes traverse
an international political boundary?
A: 263
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Whose Water Is It?

The Evolution of IWL
Stages in the Evolution of International
Water Law

State A

State B

1) Rules for navigational uses of transboundary
rivers and lakes
2) Rules for non-navigational
uses of transboundary
watercourses

State A

State B

3) Rules for uses of
transboundary aquifers

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 1
Stage 1: Navigational Uses
• Developed over the past 4.5
millennia through
approximately the Industrial
Revolution\
• Primary Purposes

- Commerce
- Travel
- Transport

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 1
Roman Regime: The public has the right of use
and navigation, states have the right to tax and
maintain the waterway, and riparians have a
right to divert reasonable amounts of water.
Hugo Grotius (16/17th Centuries) and Emerich
de Vattel (18th Century): Riparians should tax
and bar navigation by foreigners only when the
navigation causes an economic or security
burden. Foreign vessels have the right to
innocent passage.
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 1
General International Principles for Navigation on
Navigable Transboundary Rivers and Lakes

- Freedom of navigation for travel, transport, and commerce with
some restrictions on war vessels
- Right to levy charges on commerce
•
•
•
•

Customs duties
Import/export tax
Port charges
Supervision of navigation

• Restrictions on profiteering
• Inspection, maintenance and
improvement of navigability

State A

State B

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 1
General International Principles for Navigation on
Navigable Transboundary Rivers and Lakes
- Obligation to maintain navigability of watercourses
- Creation of river navigation commissions
- River traffic regulation
•
•
•
•

Insurance requirements
Shipwreck/grounding
Social provisions for crews
Technological or natural hazards

• Local passengers and freight
traffic
• Policing for customs, public health,
etc.
• Registration and licensing
requirements of pilots and/or ships

State A

State B

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

Stage 2: Non-Navigational Uses
• 1800s through the present
• Purposes
– Irrigation
– Drinking water
– Energy/electricity
generation
– Fishing & fish farming
– Flood control
– Health and sanitation

– Manufacturing
– Timber floating
– Environment &
habitat
– Conservation
– Recreation
– Aesthetics

State A

State B
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Rules of absolutes rejected under
international law
– Rule of absolute territorial
sovereignty (favored by
upper riparians)

State A

State B

– Rule of absolute territorial
integrity (favored by lower
riparians)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

– Procedural rules based on
the international obligation
to cooperate

State B

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Substantive rule: equitable and reasonable use

• International law recognizes limited
territorial sovereignty
– Substantive rules:
• Equitable and
reasonable use
• No significant harm
• Ecosystem protection

State A

- Benefits derived from the use of the watercourse must be
equitable

- Uses to which the watercourse is put must be reasonable
- Factors used to assess what is equitable and reasonable
State A

State B

include (inter alia):
 Geographic, hydrologic,
 Feasibility and practicability
hydrographic, climatic and of alternatives
ecological circumstances  Avoidance of waste
 Prior, existing and
 Practicality of
potential uses
compensation to resolve
 Economic and social
conflict
needs of basin states
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Substantive rule: no significant harm
- Based on sic utere tuo ut alienam non
laedas (“use your property in such a manner
so as to not injure another”)
- Threshold = “significant harm”
- Impact through the watercourse on
• Public health
• Economy
• Environment

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Case of the Gabčikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v.
Slovakia), International Court of Justice (1997)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Case of the Gabčikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v.
Slovakia), International Court of Justice (1997)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Case of the Gabčikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v.
Slovakia), International Court of Justice (1997)
• Slovakia, “by unilaterally assuming control of a shared
resource, and thereby depriving Hungary of its right to an
equitable and reasonable share of the natural resources of
the Danube … failed to respect the proportionality which is
required by international law.” (para. 85)
• “‘The existence of the general obligation of States to ensure
that activities within their jurisdiction and control respect the
environment of other States or of areas beyond national
control is now part of the corpus of international law relating
to the environment.’” (para. 53 quoting from Legality of the
Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J.
Reports 1996, pp. 241 -242, para. 29.)
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Procedural rule: Prior notification of planned
measures
– States planning a project involving a
transboundary watercourse that may
have a transboundary impact must
• provide prior timely notice to all
potentially affected states
• provide relevant data and information
on possible transboundary impact
– Potentially affected state does not have
a veto right, but must be given the
opportunity to investigate the possible
impact and propose alternatives

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Case Concerning Pulp Mills on River Uruguay (Argentina v.
Uruguay), International Court of Justice (2010)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Procedural rule: Environmental impact
assessment
– An assessment of the possible
environmental impact of a
planned project including
transboundary environmental
impact s
– Must be conducted prior to the
implementation of the project
– Assessment process must be
transparent
– Outcome of assessment does
not determine outcome of
project, but rather can be a
basis for consultations and
negotiations over the project

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Case Concerning Pulp Mills on River Uruguay (Argentina v.
Uruguay), International Court of Justice (2010)

- “it may now be considered a requirement under
general international law to undertake an
environmental impact assessment where there is
a risk that the proposed industrial activity may
have a significant adverse impact in a
transboundary context, in particular, on a shared
resource.” (para. 204)
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Procedural rule: Regular exchange of data
and information
– Readily available data and
information
• Geographic, hydrologic, hydrographic,
climatic and ecological circumstances
• Prior, existing and planned uses
• Economic and social needs of basin
states
• Dependent populations and
ecosystems

– Cost for developing new data may be
charged to requesting State
– Need to harmonize metadata
(methodologies, technologies, etc.)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Procedural rule: Good faith negotiations
– Fundamental principle of international law
– Participation in negotiations with an honest
intent, fairness and sincerity, and with no
intention of deceit
– “‘the negotiations are meaningful,
which will not be the case when
either of them insists upon its
own position without
contemplating modification of it’”
(Int’l Court of Justice in the
Gabcíkovo-Nagymaros Case
[1997], quoting the North Sea
Continental Shelf Case [1969])

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
• Procedural rule: Ongoing monitoring of projects
with possible transboundary impacts
– Continuous examination of
conditions implicating possible
transboundary impacts
– “once operations have started
and, where necessary,
throughout the life of the project,
continuous monitoring of its
effects on the environment shall
be undertaken” (Int’l Court of
Justice in the Pulp Mills Case
[2010], para. 205)

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
Main Global Instruments
- 1992 UNECE Convention on the Protection
and Use of Transboundary and
International Lakes
(http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/
water/pdf/watercon.pdf)
- 1997 UN Convention on the Law of Non
Navigational Uses of International
Watercourses
(http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/eng
lish/conventions/8_3_1997.pdf)

+400 bilateral and multilateral
treaties since 1820s (+3,600 since
800s AD)
www.InternationalWaterLaw.org
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
1997 UN Convention on the Law of NonNavigational Uses of International Watercourses
- 1970 = UNGA assigns UNILC task to codify and progressively
develop the international law of transboundary watercourses
(UN GA Res 2669 (XXV))

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
1992 UNECE Convention on the Protection and
Use of Transboundary and International Lakes
- 1950s-1990s = UNECE initiated efforts to develop a nonbinding instruments an various water-related topics

- 1976-1994 = UNILC formulates draft articles

- 1989 = Conference on Security and Cooperation call for
UNECE Water Convention

- 1996-1997 = Draft articles submitted to UNGA Sixth
Committee for consideration

- 1992 = UNECE Water Convention adopted

- 1997 = Convention adopted with 103 votes in favor, 3 against,
and 27 abstentions
- 2014 August = Conventions enters into force with 35 Parties
(currently there are 36 Parties)

- 1996 October = Conventions enters into force (currently there
are 40 Parties)
- 2013 February = 2003 Amendment enters into force opening
Convention to all UN Member States

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2
1992 UNECE Water
Convention

1997 UN Watercourses
Convention

Structure

Framework Convention

Framework Convention

Defining
“watercourse”

Surface water or
groundwater (Art. 1)

Surface water and connected
groundwater (Art. 2)

Relation to
existing treaties

Harmonization obligatory
(Art 9)

Harmonization suggested
(Art. 3)

Substantive
norms

Primary obligation to take
all appropriate measures to
prevent, control and reduce
any transboundary impact
(Art. 2)

Primary obligation to utilise an
international watercourse in
an equitable and reasonable
manner (Art. 5)

Additional
substantive
norms

• Equitable & reasonable
utilisation (Art 2(c))
• Conservation and
restoration of ecosystems
(Art. 2)

• Take all appropriate
measures not to cause
significant harm (Art. 7)
• Protect ecosystems of an
international watercourse
(Art. 20)
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Procedural obligations

1992 UNECE Water
Convention

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

1997 UN Watercourses
Convention
Arts. 11 – 19

Prior notification of
planned measures
Regular exchange of data
and information

Arts. 6 & 13

Ongoing monitoring

Arts. 4 & 11

Art. 9

Assessing the 1992 UNECE Water Convention
and the 1997 UN Watercourses Convention

Art. 10

Arts. 3, 4, 8, & 17

• Both are framework conventions

Emergency situations

Arts. 14

Arts. 27 & 28

Environmental impact
assessment

Arts. 3 & 9

• Conventions are complementary

Good faith consultation
and/or negotiations

Licensing/monitoring of
waste water discharges
Prevent, control and
reduce pollution
Mutual assistance
Public information
Joint programs and bodies
Dispute settlement

Art. 3
Arts. 2 & 3

Art. 23

Art. 15
Art. 16
Arts. 9, 10, & 11 (mandated)

Arts. 8 & 24 (recommended)

Art. 22

Art. 33

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 2

-

Not mutually exclusive
Inconsistencies resolved under international law
Synergies in similarities
Benefits from cooperating with members in light of
climate change

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3

http://www.internationa
lwaterlaw.org/bibliogra
phy/articles/general/pa
pers_1997UNConventi
on-Russian.pdf
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
Stage 3: Transboundary
Aquifers
• 2001 through the present
• Due to growing recognition
- More than half of humanity
relies on ground water
resources for basic needs
- Exclusive reliance on
transboundary aquifers in
many arid parts of the
globe (s.a., Middle East,
• Nearly 600 transboundary
Northern Africa, Mexicoaquifers and groundwater bodies
U.S. Border)
worldwide (so far)
- Existing international water
International
Groundwater
law is not specific to
Resources Assessment Centre
transboundary ground
(IGRAC): http://www.un-igrac.org/
water resources

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
• Out of sight, out of mind
• Very little management and treaty
experience

- One agreement directly addressing

management and allocation of a
transboundary aquifer = 1977 FrankoSwiss Genevese Aquifer Agreement
- Two data sharing agreements in
Northern Africa
• 2000 Nubian Sandstone Aquifer System
Agreement
• 2002 Northwestern Sahara Aquifer
System Consultation Mechanism
Agreement

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
• 2002 UNILC tasked with the “codification and
progressive development of international law” for
shared ground water resources
• 2002–2008 Five Reports
(http://www.waterlaw.org/bibliography/UN/UNILC/)
• 2008 UNILC submitted to UNGA 19 draft articles on
the law of transboundary aquifers
(http://www.internationalwaterlaw.org/documents/int
ldocs/UNGA_Resolution_on_Law_of_Transboundar
y_Aquifers.pdf)
• On UNGA agenda in 2008, 2011, 2013, & 2016
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The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
Draft articles substantive rules
–Sovereignty over natural resources
– No significant harm
– Equitable &
reasonable utilization
based on ground
water-specific factors
– Protection of
dependent
ecosystems
– Protection of
recharge & discharge
zones

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
• Status of draft articles
- Pending before UNGA
- UNGA recommended “taking
into account” (2008 & 2011)
- UNGA recommended “as
guidance” (2013)
- 2016 = ?

• Possible future forms and
implications
- Independent Treaty
- Declaration of Principles
- Status Quo

The Evolution of IWL: Stage 3
Draft articles procedural rules

– Prior notification of planned measures
– Exchange of
information
– Monitoring
– Recommendation for
institutional
mechanisms
– Good faith
negotiations
– Due diligence effort

The Continuing Evolution of IWL
1) Rules for navigational
uses of transboundary
rivers and lakes

Evolved over past 4.5
millennia through appx.
early 1900

2) Rules for nonnavigational uses of
transboundary
watercourses

1800s through the
present and
continues to develop

2001 through the
3) Rules for uses of
transboundary aquifers present and
continues to develop
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www.InternationalWaterLaw.org

Gabriel Eckstein
Professor of Law
Texas A&M University
+1 817 212 3912
gabrieleckstein@law.tamu.edu
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Appendix F

Slides on Internet Resources on International and
National Water Law and Management
prepared by Gabriel Eckstein

Правовые и
институциональные
аспекты управления
водными ресурсами:
От международной
концепции к местной

Интернет-ресурсы по Международному и
Национальному Водному Праву и
Управлению Трансграничными Водными
Ресурсами
Internet Resources on International and
National Water Law and Management
09.07.20015
ТАШКЕНТ

www.unesco.org/new/en/ihp

www.unesco.org/new/en/pccp

www.unesco‐ihe.org/

www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/database/DatabaseIntro.html

www.iwra.org

www.InternationalWaterLaw.org

www.fao.org/legal/development‐law/en/

http://faolex.fao.org/

www.iwra.org

www.aida‐waterlaw.org
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Legal and institutional
aspects of water governance:

Outline of the presentation

From the international to the
domestic perspective

1. Introduction
2. Key principles of national water legislation
‐ Discussion

Bridging International And National Water
Law

3. Implementing water legislation
‐ Short exercise

5. Conclusion

National Water Law

Zaki Shubber
08.07.2015
Tashkent

Introduction

Water law ‐ Definition

• No agreed definition of water governance but it is
about water in society and and the arrangements
made for water and its management
• It can been described as “a range of political, social,
economic and administrative systems that are in
place to develop and manage water resources and
the delivery of water services at different levels of
society” (GWP)
• Water governance and legislation: a legal framework
is a building block of the institutional layer of
governance

Water law is made up of all the provisions
which in one way or another govern the
various aspects of water management, i.e.
water conservation, use and administration,
the control of the harmful effects of water,
water pollution and so on.
(Caponera 1992)
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Water law meta regime

Water law and other sectors
Other structural /
strategic regimes

Water Law Meta Regime
Coasts
Flood

Drought

Marine

Land
Use
Planning

Dams
Water Services

Pollution /
Water quality

Key principles of national water
legislation
Purpose of legislation in the context of water
resources management
Discussion point:
• which areas/topics do you think water
legislation needs to cover?

Mining
Energy

Land
Drainage

Agriculture Forestry

EIA / SEA

IWRM

Allocation

Pollution
control

Other sectors
Nature
Conservation

Fisheries

Information,
Participation
Justice

IWRM
Navigation

Allocation

Pollution

Water Services

Key principles
Purpose of water legislation:
• Scope of water resources to be controlled
• Objectives and principles of the law
• Institutional framework with allocation of
responsibilities, powers and liabilities
• Coordination and related mechanisms within the
institutional framework
• Water rights
• Licence/permit system
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Key principles
Purpose of water legislation:
• Water use allocation with principles and priority rules
• Planning system with substantive and procedural rules as
well as coordination with other planning processes
• Funding mechansisms
• Water safety, quality and quantity (including
environmental flows) standards
• Enforcement and sanctioning
• Transitional provisions

Key principles
Water rights
• It is a legal entitlement to use water
• It establishes a legally enforceable expectation for the holder of the
right and can exclude others from use of that water
• It is legally enforceable can be claimed before a court of law against
the claims of the other, including the government
• By providing security and reliability of title it supports investment
• It includes
 Rights: abstracting surface or ground water for different purposes, free
from interference and enforceable
 Obligations: return unused water, treat wastewater, pay water charges
and use water in compliance with licence terms (conditions of use)
• Traditionally linked to the use of land

Key principles
Scope, objectives and definitions
Institutional framework
Planning system
License system
Development and management of water
management structures
• Financial system
•
•
•
•
•

Key principles
Water right system
Content of right (or permit/license) contains information
about:
• Which water can be used (surface/ground water)
• Where (point of abstraction)
• When (which time of the year)
• For which purpose (irrigation, industry)
• The conditions under which the use is permitted (e.g. if
the water has to be treated before its release)
Registration of permits is important – practical issues to
implement but provides overview of uses
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Key principles

Key principles

Activities covered by water rights
• Diverting, restricting or altering the flow of water in a
watercourse
• Altering the bed, banks or characteristics of a
watercourse including constructing structures
• Extracting gravel or minerals from a watercourse or
adjacent land
• Using sewage water for irrigation
• Fisheries or aquaculture
• Navigation
• Discharging waste or pollutants to watercourses

Water legislation structure
Primary legislation
Legislation/laws enacted by Parliament: framework
or umbrella instrument containing principles, high‐
level concepts and reflecting policies
Secondary legislation
Legislation created through delegated authority
that focuses on implementation and operational
matters – regulation/by‐law

(Hodgson, 2006)

Implementing water legislation

Implementing water legislation

Preparing and adopting legislation is one –
implementing it is the next step and poses
challenges in itself
Exercise:
What obstacles might there be to implementing
and enforcing water‐related legislation?

• Drafting process
• Legislation has to be readable and understandable by
non‐lawyers
• Capacity to:
 Implement
 Monitor compliance
 Enforce
• Coordination with other sectors (e.g. spatial
planning)
• Water quality sometimes in separate legislation (e.g.
environmental protection)

In groups of 3 identify 3 elements which might
make water legislation implementation
difficult
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Conclusion
• Water legislation supports the overall
framework for water resources management
in a domestic context
• It is a pillar of water governance
• It needs to provide for integration within the
sector and with other sectors
• It needs to be clear, understandable and
implementable

Questions?
Thank you for your attention
z.shubber@unesco‐ihe.org
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Legal and institutional
aspects of water governance:

Program in Water Conflict
Management & Transformation

From the international to the
domestic perspective

• The Grad/Professional Certificate in Water
Conflict Management and Transformation

Water Conflict Management
and
Transformation

• The Transboundary Freshwater Dispute Database
• The Universities Partnership for Transboundary
Waters
Aaron Wolf
6-9.07.2015

Tashkent

Grad/Professional Certificate in
Water Conflict Management

Management & Conflict Management
• Managers reported that they routinely spent 50100% of their time managing water conflict
• The higher the management level, the more
time was spent in managing conflict
• Training across levels was sporadic
• Is conflict rewarded?
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Global Water Crisis
•2.4 billion people lack access to adequate sanitation
• >1 billion people lack access to safe drinking water
•At least 250 million illnesses result
• 2.2 to 5 million deaths
• 20% of irrigated lands are salt-laden
•Water-related disease costs US$125 billion/yr.
•Would “only” cost US$7-50 billion/yr. to resolve
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What is Water Conflict
Management & Transformation??

What changes when a border is present?
What capacity do we need to address the change?
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Water Conflict Management
Conflicts and disputes brought on by competing interests (not
necessarily too little water)
– Made worse by:
• misperceptions
• entrenched thinking
• miscommunication
Conflicts and disputes managed by:
– Focusing on interests and values, not positions (rights to
needs to benefits to equity)
– Focus on process and relationships, not dividing water
– Institutions matter
Most important skill:
LISTEN!

STYLES OF CONFLICT
MANAGMENT

COMPETITION

X

COLLABORATION

X
COMPROMISE

X
ACCOMODATION

X

AVOIDANCE

X

Degree of concern for
other's outcome
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Conflict Within and
Between Multiple Scales
•Intrapersonal Conflict
•Interpersonal Conflict
•Inter-sectoral Conflict
•Inter-agency Conflict
•Inter-state Conflict
•International Conflict
The smaller the scale, the greater the likelihood of dispute.

Transboundary Aquifers of the World
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Water and Conflict
“Fierce competition for fresh water may
well become a source of conflict and wars
in the future.”

- Kofi Annan, March 2001

The Transboundary Freshwater
Dispute Database
A Project of Oregon State University
Department of Geosciences and the Northwest
Alliance for Computational Science
•Reference

to 3,600 water-related treaties (805-1997)

DATE

BASIN

COUNTRIES

BAR
SCALE

12/5/73

La Plata

Argentina-Paraguay

4

PRY AND ARG AGREE TO BUILD 1B DAM,
HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT

Infrastructure

1/1/76

Ganges

Bangladesh-India--United
Nations

-2

7/3/78

Amazon

Bolivia--Brazil-Colombia-Ecuador-Guyana--Peru-Suriname-Venezuela

6

Treaty for Amazonian Cooperation

4/7/95

Jordan

Israel--Jordan

4

Pipeline from Israel storage at Beit Zera to Abdullah Canal
(East Ghor Canal) begins delivering water stipulated in Treaty
(20 MCM summer, 10 MCM winter). The 10 mcm replaces the
10 mcm of desalinated water stipulated Annex II, Article 2d
until desalinization plant completed

Quantity

-3

13 people died in communal clashes in 6/99 along border
between Maur. & Mali; conflict started when herdsmen in
Missira-Samoura village in w. Mali, refused to allow Maur.
horseman to use watering hole; horseman returned w/ some of
his clansmen, attacking village on 6/20/99, causing 2 deaths; in
retaliation that followed, 11 more died.

Quantity

•Annotated bibliography of “State of the Art” of water
dispute resolution literature
•News files on cases of acute water-related disputes

ISSUE
TYPE

Bangladesh lodges a formal protest against India with the
United Nations, which adopts a consensus statement
encouraging the parties to meet urgently, at the level of minister,
to arrive at a settlement.

•Full-text of 400 treaties and 40 US compacts, entered in
computer database
•Detailed negotiating notes (primary or secondary) from
fourteen case-studies of water conflict resolution

EVENT SUMMARY

6/1/99

Senegal

Mali--Mauritania

Quantity

Economic
Development

•Indigenous methods of water dispute resolution

Events Database, Example
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Number of Events by BAR Scale
1948-2008
682

700

Number of Media Reported Events in Oregon
along a Cooperation- Conflict Spectrum
from 1990 to 2004

600

500
420

400
334

300

276
242

227

200

164
122

100

68
21

17

-6

-5

0

7

6

0

0
-7

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

Increasing Conflict

2

3

4

5

6

7

Increasing Cooperation

Source: De Stefano, L., P. Edwards, L. de Silva and A. T. Wolf 2010. “Tracking Cooperation and Conflict in International
Basins: Historic and Recent Trends.” Water Policy. Vol 12 No 6 pp 871–884. Adapted with permission of the authors.

Institutional Resiliency Argument
Transboundary water institutions are resilient over
time, even between hostile riparians, even as
conflict is waged over other issues:

•
•
•
•
•

Picnic Table Talks

Source: Fesler, K. (2006) [Analysis of social interactions concerning
Oregon’s water resources between 1990 and 2004.] Unpublished Data.

Water Myths and Water Facts
Myth 2:
Everything is OK

Mekong Committee
Indus River Commission
Caucasus
SADC Region

• Decades of tension, degradation, and inefficiency
• Conflict within and between multiple scales
• Regional instability in areas of security concern
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Decades of Tension, Degradation, and
Inefficiency

Conflict Within and Between Multiple
Scales

The smaller the scale, the greater the likelihood of dispute.

Regional Instability in Areas of Security Concern

Water Myths and Water Facts
Myth 3:
Causes of conflict include:
-- Climate
-- Water stress
-- Population
-- Level of development
-- Dependence on hydropower
-- Dams or development per se
-- “Creeping” changes:
• general degradation of quality
• climate change induced hydrologic variability
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Human Development Index Vs. BAR Scale
(By Country)

Government Type Vs. Bar Scale

7

4.5
4

5

3.5
3

BAR Scale

3

2.5
1

2

-1

1.5

-3

0.5
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-2 -1
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8

9
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(-10 = Autocracy, +10 = Democracy)

-7
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Human Development Index
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Primary Climate Type Vs. BAR Scale
(By Basin)

6

6

5

5

4

4

BAR Scale

BAR Scale

Primary Climate Type Vs. BAR Scale
(By Basin)

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

Tropical Rainy

Dry

Humid
Mesothermal

Humid
Microthermal

Polar

Undifferentiated

Tropical Rainy
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BASINS AT RISK: Working Hypothesis
“The likelihood of conflict rises as the rate of
change within the basin exceeds the institutional
capacity to absorb that change.”
What are indicators?
Sudden physical changes or lower institutional
capacity are more conducive to disputes:
1) Uncoordinated development: a major project in
the absence of a treaty or commission
2) “Internationalized basins”
3) General animosity
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Source: Fesler, K. (2006) [Analysis of social interactions concerning
Oregon’s water resources between 1990 and 2004.] Unpublished Data.

Source: Fesler, K. (2006) [Analysis of social interactions concerning
Oregon’s water resources between 1990 and 2004.] Unpublished Data.

Water and Cooperation
“But the water problems of our world need not
be only a cause of tension;
they can also be a catalyst for cooperation
….If we work together, a secure
and sustainable water future can be ours.”

Capacity Building:
Process Tools Training
For Water Conflict Management
& Transformation

- Kofi Annan, February 2002
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Four Worlds Framework:
Four Needs and Four Claims
Physical
NEEDS FOR:
• Intrapersonal
• Interpersonal
• Groups
• Nations

Positions

Emotional

Interests

Intellectual

Values

Spiritual

Unity/
Alignment

CLAIMS:
Expressions of
needs in
negotiations

Water Conflict Management
Conflicts and disputes brought on by competing interests (not
necessarily too little water)
– Made worse by:
• misperceptions
• entrenched thinking
• miscommunication
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Conflicts and disputes managed by:
– Focusing on interests and values, not positions (rights to
needs to benefits to equity)
– Focus on process and relationships, not dividing water
– Institutions matter
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ALLOCATING A SCARCE
RESOURCE
1) Provide for those with the greatest need.
2) Provide for those with the greatest chance of success.

ALLOCATING A SCARCE RESOURCE
1) Provide for those with the greatest need.
2) Provide for those with the greatest chance of success.
3) Provide for those with the best history of use.

3) Provide for those with the best history of use.
4) Provide for those with the ability to pay.
4) Provide for those with the ability to pay.
5) Provide by lottery.

Water Conflict Management
Conflicts and disputes brought on by competing interests (not
necessarily too little water)
– Made worse by:
• misperceptions
• entrenched thinking
• miscommunication
Conflicts and disputes managed by:
– Focusing on interests and values, not positions (rights to
needs to benefits to equity)
– Focus on process and relationships, not dividing water
– Institutions matter

5) Provide by lottery.
American Medical Association
Conference on Organ Transplants

Conflict Within and Between Multiple
Scales
•Intrapersonal Conflict
•Interpersonal Conflict
•Inter-sectoral Conflict
•Inter-agency Conflict
•Inter-state Conflict
•International Conflict

Most important skill:
LISTEN!

The smaller the scale, the greater the likelihood of dispute.
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GETTING TO “YES”

Types of Cooperation – a Continuum
Avoidance

• Separate the PEOPLE from the problem

Escalation

Conflict Continuum
Prevention

• Focus on INTERESTS, not positions
• Invent OPTIONS for mutual gain

• Public
participation

• Insist on Objective CRITERIA

• Collaboration
• Monitoring
• Joint factfinding

Four Worlds Framework:
Four Needs and Four Claims
Physical

Positions

Emotional

Interests

Intellectual

Values

Spiritual

Unity/
Alignment

Resolution

• Facilitation

• Mediation

• Coordination

• Negotiation
•Arbitration
•Adjudication

• Information
sharing

Source: Fisher R. and W. Ury. GETTING TO YES. NY: Penguin, 1981.

NEEDS FOR:
• Intrapersonal
• Interpersonal
• Groups
• Nations

Management

CLAIMS:
Expressions of
needs in
negotiations

ARIA:
Four Paths in Negotiations
• Adversarial -- each side defines its positions, or rights (winlose, zero-sum, distributive).
• Reflexive -- the needs of each side bringing them to their
positions is addressed.
• Integrative -- negotiators brainstorm together to address each
side's underlying interests (win-win, positive sum).
• Action -- negotiators work on implementation and re-entry.
Source: Rothman, J. 1991. Negotiation as Consolidation. Journal of International Relations.
13 (1).
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I. Overview: Basins with Boundaries
Criteria Invoked for Water Transformation
Initial Positions:
– Rights-based: Geography vs. Chronology
Interim Positions:
– Needs-based plus recognition of historic use
Agreement:
– Interest-based: Identification and assessment of “baskets” of
benefits (perhaps beyond water)
Implementation:
– Equitable distribution of benefits

Common Criteria: “Rights”
Key Concepts:
Intro to Hydropolitics
Intro to Negotiations
Exercises: Trust-building
Assessing a basin:
Identifying parties,
issues, interests
GAP analysis
Planning by jurisdiction

II. Changing Perceptions: Basins Without Boundaries
Common Criteria:
“Needs”
Key Concepts:
Cooperative Framework
Lessons Learned
The New Diplomacy

III: Enhancing and Sharing Benefits
Common Criteria:
“Benefits”
Key Concepts:
Economics of Water
Resources

Exercises: Skills-building

Equity, Efficiency, and
Thinking Beyond the River

Interpersonal skills, eg.
Active listening

Exercises: Consensusbuilding

Thinking as a basin:
Planning by sectors

Enhancing benefits
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IV. Putting it all Together: Institutional Capacity
Common Criteria:
“Equity”

WATER & FOUR WORLDS
Adversarial

Rights

Positions

Water Law

Reflexive

Needs

Interests

Institutions in Practice,
Track II, Stakeholder
Participation

Integrative

Benefits

Values

Action

Equity

Unity

Key Concepts:

Exercises: Re-entry
Crafting Institutions
“Forgotten” and
Unforeseen Issues

WATER & FOUR WORLDS
Adversarial

Rights

Positions

Reflexive

Needs

Interests Emotional

Integrative

Benefits

Values

Knowing

Action

Equity

Unity

Spiritual

Physical
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The Universality of the Four Worlds
Rothman, Jay. ARIA.
(1989, 1997)
Water Resources (Wolf
1999)
Water Visual (Wolf et. al
2005)

Adversarial
(Antagonistic)
Rights

Reflexive
(Resonance)
Needs

Integrative
(Invention)
Interests

Basin w-borders

Basin w-out
borders

Enhanced
benefits

Jewish levels of holiness
(Sinai, Temple, prayer
service)
Textual Analysis

Physical

Emotional

Intellectual

Equitable
distribution of
benefits
Spiritual

P’shat

D’rash

Remez

Sod

Physiologic

Safety

Assiyah
(Actualization)
It is perfect (h)
West, Rafael,
bull, earth
reptilian

Yetzirah
(formation)
You are loved (v)
South, Michael,
human, water
limbic

Belongingness & Self-Actualization
Love/ Esteem
Beriyah (creation) Atzilut
All is clear (h)
(emanation)
I am holy (Y)
East, Gavriel,
North, Uriel,
lion, wind
eagle, fire
cortex
unused (85%)

Sick/Dukkha
(suffering)/physic
al joy

Aged/Tanha
(desire)/rapture

Maslow’s (1954) Hierarchy
of Needs
Kabbalistic worlds
(Zalman in Kemenetz pp.
16-17;
Kabbalah (cont. per
Winkler, 2003)
Parts of brain (Zalman,
J’lem 05)
Buddhism: Four
Sights/Noble Truths/Four
Jhannas

Dead/Nirvana (asuffering)/equani
mity

Action
Equity

Holy/8-fold
path/lucidity
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Allocating Scarce Resources

Four-Fold Matrix
Adversarial

Physical

Positions

Serpent

Reflexive

Emotional

Interests

Jaguar

Integrative

Intuitive

Values

Humming
-bird

Action

Spiritual

Unity/
Eagle
Alignment

Allocating Scarce Resources

Allocating Scarce Resources

• Personal & Spiritual Needs

• Personal & Spiritual Needs
• Subsistence Agriculture
• Subsistence Industry
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Allocating Scarce Resources

Allocating Scarce Resources

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal & Spiritual Needs
Subsistence Agriculture
Subsistence Industry
Critical Ecosystems

Allocating Scarce Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal & Spiritual Needs
Subsistence Agriculture
Subsistence Industry
Critical Ecosystems
Industrial Agriculture
Commercial Industry
General Environment

Personal & Spiritual Needs
Subsistence Agriculture
Subsistence Industry
Critical Ecosystems
Industrial Agriculture
Commercial Industry

Water Conflict Management
Conflicts and disputes brought on by competing interests (not
necessarily too little water)
– Made worse by:
• misperceptions
• entrenched thinking
• miscommunication
Conflicts and disputes managed by:
– Focusing on interests and values, not positions (rights to
needs to benefits to equity)
– Focus on process and relationships, not dividing water
– Institutions matter
Most important skill:
LISTEN!
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Four Worlds Framework:
Four Needs and Four Claims
Physical
NEEDS FOR:
• Intrapersonal
• Interpersonal
• Groups
• Nations

Who is in the Room?

Positions

Emotional

Interests

Intellectual

Values

Spiritual

Unity/
Alignment

Academia
CLAIMS:
Expressions of
needs in
negotiations

Practitioners,
Policymakers
& Development
Partners

Spiritual
Community

Water
Decisionmaking

Private
Enterprise

Water is sexy!!
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Hall (1977)
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STYLES OF CONFLICT
MANAGMENT
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Issue: Water Allocations
Positions: Israel – water
allocations, Palestinians –
water rights
Interests:
Values:
Solution:
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Issue: Water Allocations

Issue: Water Allocations

Positions: Israel – water
allocations, Palestinians –
water rights

Positions: Israel – water
allocations, Palestinians –
water rights

Interests: Israel wants to
problem-solve, Palestine
wants history recognized

Interests: Israel wants to
problem-solve, Palestine
wants history recognized

Values: Respect, sovereignty

Values: Respect, sovereignty

Solution: ???

Solution: “Rightful
Allocations”
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Issue: Transboundary EIA

Issue: Transboundary EIA

Positions: 3 countries in
favor, 1 against

Positions: 3 countries in
favor, 1 against

Interests:

Interests: Lack of capacity

Values:

Values: Equity, Respect

Solution:

Solution: ??

Kura-Araks
Issue: Transboundary EIA
Positions: 3 countries in
favor, 1 against
Interests: Lack of capacity
Values: Equity, Respect

• Extremely poor
relations (none between
Azerbaijan and
Armenia)
•Quality degradation legacy of Soviet Union

Solution: Capacity-building
workshops
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Issue: Shared Data

Issue: Shared Data

Positions: All need basin
model, Azerbaijan &
Armenia will not collaborate

Positions: All need basin
model, Azerbaijan &
Armenia will not collaborate

Interests:

Interests: 2 countries have
territorial dispute; both have
relations with Georgia

Values:
Solution:

Values: Sovereignty, healthy
environment
Solution: ???

Issue: Shared Data
Positions: All need basin
model, Azerbaijan &
Armenia will not collaborate
Interests: 2 countries have
territorial dispute; both have
relations with Georgia
Values: Sovereignty, healthy
environment
Solution: Crafted policy of
“parallel bilateralism” to
map and manage quality
hotspots through 3rd party
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Session 2:
The Four Worlds in Groups
Active & Transformational Listening

PROCESS TECHNIQUES
•
•
•
•

SEATING ARRANGEMENT
SHARED VISION EXCERCISES
VENTING
ACTIVE LISTENING
-- Repeat main points
-- "I" not "you"
-- Future not history
• IDENTIFY ALLIANCES
• BREAKS FOR CAUCUSING

Listening
•Active Listening
•Paying Attention
• Body Language
• Separate out cultural, personal differences
•Eliciting
• Ask. Ask (non-threatening) questions. Useful
both to better understand the speaker, and also to
reassure them that you are really listening;
•Reflecting
 Repeat main points. This lets the speaker
know that they have really been heard, a powerful
psychological message, as well as helping to
focus the dialogue;
 "I" not "you" statements.
 Future, not history.
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I. Water & Spiritual Transformation:
Understanding Conflict
• Could addressing the ethical core of negotiations
supplement the more common inducements to cooperate of
economic development, ecosystem protection, or
environmental security which have shown only partial
success?
• What does personal transformation offer to the process of
watershed transformation?
• How does personal faith impact decision-making; if
greatly, can universal values be more explicitly invoked to
facilitate negotiations?
• How does global water management address the spiritual
needs of water stakeholders?

II. Water & Spiritual Transformation:
Process Techniques
• Might the world of spiritual transformation
have tools or approaches that may be tapped
to help bolster the difficult dynamics of
international environmental negotiations?
• What do the tools of personal
transformation, such as guided imagery,
prayer, ceremony, silence and
transformative listening offer to the process
of mediation and/or group dynamics?
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WATER & FOUR WORLDS
Adversarial

Rights

Positions

Reflexive

Needs

Interests Emotional

Integrative

Benfits

Values

Knowing

Action

Equity

Unity

Spiritual

Physical

PaRDeS:
P’shat, D’rash, Remez, Sod.
• P: In the beginning...;
• D: Created world first with Din alone;
• R: With Beginning, _____ created G-d
With Beginning [by means of the point of
Wisdom] the ineffable source created G-d
[the palace of Binah].
(Zohar I:15a, translated in Matt: The Essential Kabbalah p. 53, 176)

Kabbalah: The S’firot

Active & Transformational
Listening
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Balance in Conflict
Chessed
Sitra
Achra/
Ka’as

Din
Mercy/Other

Justice/Self

Sulha: Reconciliation
 From musalaha, reconciliation: hostilities ended,
honor re-established, and peace restored in the
community.
 Two basic elements: rights and honor.
 Tarrahdhin: “Resolution of a conflict that involves no
humiliation.”

Anger/
The Other Side

Rachamim
Compassion

Balance in Conflict

Balance in Conflict

Chessed
Sitra
Achra/
Ka’as

Din
Mercy/Other

Justice/Self

Anger/
The Other Side

Chessed
Sitra
Achra/
Ka’as

Din
Mercy/Other

Justice/Self

Anger/
The Other Side

Rachamim

Rachamim

Compassion

Compassion

Universal?
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Ying Yang
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Examples: Spirit & Water
Process Techniques
• 4 Worlds: Structure of Negotiations
• Sh’ma: Hitbodedut, Transformative Listening,
and moving from Positions to Interests
• Who’s invited: Hindu Deities and Green NGO’s
• Coming into the room: invoking the Holy Spirit
• Seating as in prayer, not confrontation
• Empty chair for Hanuman
• Shared narratives -- introductions

Balance in Conflict
Chessed
Sitra
Achra/
Ka’as

Din

Mercy/Other

Justice/Self

Anger/
The Other Side

Listen!
•Observe -- detach
from interpretations
•Emotion protects
vulnerability (4 worlds)
•Listen transformatively
•Engage from understanding

Rachamim
Compassion

Mass. Episcopal Diocese re-organized
along watersheds
“Simply demonstrating that we are all
connected by water: rich and poor,
urban and rural, upstream and
downstream, is a fine place to start.
I think the Holy Spirit will take care of
the rest.”

Listening
•Active Listening
•Paying Attention
• Body Language
• Separate out cultural, personal differences
•Eliciting
• Ask. Ask (non-threatening) questions. Useful
both to better understand the speaker, and also to
reassure them that you are really listening;
•Reflecting
 Repeat main points. This lets the speaker
know that they have really been heard, a powerful
psychological message, as well as helping to
focus the dialogue;
 "I" not "you" statements.
 Future, not history.
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Balance in Conflict
Chessed
Sitra
Achra/
Ka’as

Din

Mercy/Other

Justice/Self

Anger/
The Other Side

Listen!
•Observe -- detach
from interpretations
•Emotion protects
vulnerability (4 worlds)
•Listen transformatively
•Engage from understanding

Rachamim
Compassion

Water Conflict Management
Conflicts and disputes brought on by competing interests (not necessarily
too little water)
– Made worse by:
• misperceptions
• entrenched thinking
• miscommunication

Conflicts and disputes managed by:
– Focusing on interests and values, not positions (rights to needs to benefits
to equity)
– Focus on process and relationships, not dividing water
– Institutions matter

Listening
•Active Listening
•Paying Attention
•Eliciting
•Reflecting
•Transformative Listening
•Space
•Tracking
•Offer without insisting
•Check for completeness
•Most will listen once listened to
•Transformation dissipates anger, allows for empathy
•Helps understand interests behind positions (anger
masks pain or vulnerability)

Precedence of International Law
(per Cano 1989)

1. Treaties and Conventions ratified by
governments;
2. Customs;
3. Generally accepted principles;
4. Decision of the judiciary and doctrines of
qualified authors.

Most important skill:

LISTEN!
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UN CONVENTION ON NON-NAVIGATIONAL
USES (1997)
"International Watercourse" -- a watercourse, parts of which are
situated in different States;
"Watercourse" -- a system of surface and underground waters
constituting by virtue of their physical relationship a unitary
whole and flowing into a common terminus.
Article 6: Factors relevant to equitable and reasonable utilization:
a) geographic, hydrographic, hydrological, climactic, ecological and
other factors of a natural character;
b) social and economic needs of the States;
c) population dependent on the watercourse in each State;
d) effects of the use of the watercourse in one State on other States;
e) existing and potential uses of the watercourse;
f) conservation, protection, development and economy of use of the
water resources and the costs of measures taken to the effect;
g) availability of alternatives, of corresponding value, to a particular or
planned or existing use.

CURRENT LAW:
MOST BASIC RULES
REFLECTED IN 1997 UN CONVENTION:
Article 5: Equitable and reasonable utilization and participation
Watercourse States shall in their respective territories utilize an international
watercourse in an equitable and reasonable manner.
Article 7: Obligation not to cause significant harm
Watercourse States shall, in utilizing an international watercourse in their
territories, take all appropriate measures to prevent the causing of significant
harm to other watercourse States.
Article 11: Prior notification
Watercourse States shall exchange information and consult each other and, if
necessary, negotiate on the possible effects of planned measures on the
condition of an international watercourse.

135
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CURRENT LAW:
MOST BASIC RULES
“Harm” can be FACTUAL or LEGAL, and can flow both UPSTREAM
and DOWNSTREAM
EITHER FACTUAL OR LEGAL HARM WILL TRIGGER:
-- NO-HARM RULE AND
-- PRIOR NOTIFICATION RULE

137

THEORETICAL?
-- Nile
-- Lebanon
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I. Overview: Basins with Boundaries

Criteria Invoked for Water
Transformation

Common Criteria:
“Rights”

Initial Positions:

Key Concepts:

– Rights-based: Geography vs. Chronology

Intro to Hydropolitics

Interim Positions:
– Needs-based plus recognition of historic use

Intro to Negotiations

Agreement:

Exercises: Trust-building

– Interest-based: Identification and assessment of “baskets” of
benefits (perhaps beyond water)

Assessing a basin:
Identifing parties,
issues, interests

Implementation:
– Equitable distribution of benefits

GAP analysis
Planning by nation

Options for Fixed Allocations
1. Downstream quantity is fixed
–

eg. Colorado

2. Upstream quantity is fixed
–

eg. Jordan

3. Variable allocations, based on precipitation
– eg. Ganges
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II. Changing Perceptions: Basins Without Boundaries
Common Criteria:
“Needs”
Key Concepts:
Cooperative Framework
Lessons Learned
The New Diplomacy
Exercises: Skills-building
Interpersonal skills, eg.
Active listening
Thinking as a basin:
Planning by sectors

III: Enhancing and Sharing Benefits
Common Criteria:
“Benefits”
Key Concepts:
Economics of Int’l waters
Equity, Efficiency, and
Thinking Beyond the River
Exercises: Consensusbuilding
Enhancing benefits
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Types of Cooperation – a Cooperation Continuum
•Communication and
notification
•Information sharing
•Regional
assessments

Dispute

•Identify, negotiate and
implement suites of
national investments
that capture incremental
cooperative gains
•Adapt national plans to
mitigate regional costs
•Adapt national plans to
capture regional gains

•Joint project
assessment and
design

Indus

Jordan

Rhine

Orange

Senegal

River

•Joint ownership

communication

info sharing,
assessments

convergent
national
agendas

joint prep
and
investment

joint
equity
ownership

type of
cooperation

1-4

1,3

2,3

1-4

cost sharing

cost sharing

•Joint institutions
•Joint investment

Cooperation Continuum
Unilateral
Action

Coordination

Collaboration

Types of Cooperation – some examples

1-3

Integration

Joint
Action

Dispute

Cooperation Continuum

Type 1 benefits
Type 2 benefits

Unilateral
Action

Type 3 benefits
Type 4 benefits

Source: Sadoff and Grey 2003.

Negotiated Basin Development
Space 2. Environmental Sensitivity
Rankings
(Reflecting Interest and Values)

purchase
joint
agreement,
financing ownership

Coordination

type of
benefit
type of
benefit
sharing

Integration

Collaboration

Joint
Action
Source: Sadoff and Grey 2003.

Green Least Potential Concern
Yellow Less Potential Concern
Orange More Potential Concern
Red Most Potential Concern
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IV. Putting it all Together: Institutional Capacity

Sharing benefits: possible mechanisms

Common Criteria:
“Equity”

• Water sharing
– (Re)assigning rights
• Payments for water
– Payment for use rights, bilateral sale or water markets
• Payments for benefits
– Compensation for lost benefits, payments to allow new
uses
• Purchase agreements – power, agriculture, etc.
– Agreed price can effect a transfer of benefits
• Financing & ownership arrangements
– Agreed terms can effect a transfer of benefits
• Bundling broader benefits
– Trade, transport….

Key Concepts:
Int’l Water Law
Institutions in Practice,
Track II, Stakeholder
Participation
Exercises: Re-entry
Crafting Institutions
“Forgotten” and
Unforeseen Issues

Source: Sadoff and Grey 2003.



Four Spectrums of Options for Project Agreements
Spectrum

Low

Medium

Geographic

Involves only one state

Involves multiple (two
or more) states

Institutional
integration

Minimal data sharing or
coordination

Facilitated political or
technical committees,
centralized data sharing

Mandate (breadth
and depth)

One select issue and/or
low complexity

A few issues and/or
integrated, more
complex goals

Legal instrument

None

Exchange of letters,
meeting minutes, joint
declaration

High

Involves whole-basin
cooperation and/or
cooperation involving
actors beyond the basin
Collaborative river
basin management
through a River Basin
Organization (RBO)
Multiple integrated
issues potentially
extending beyond water
into joint infrastructure
or economic integration
Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)
or international treaty
15
6
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16
0
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16
2









Water and Cooperation

Technical guarantees: how might flows from a new upstream dam
be guaranteed for a downstream riparian, for example. From a
technical side, a third party might help monitor construction and
management.
Political guarantees: If a downstream country does acquiesce, how
might a potential change in government in either the upstream or
the downstream country impact an agreement, and how can third
parties help guarantee that the agreement will hold regardless.
Economic guarantees: Joint investment can act as a mutual
guarantee that states’ interests will be represented. Alternately, an
agreement might include some economic penalty for noncompliance.
Legal guarantees: These guarantees come through treaties and
Terms of Reference, and often conflict resolution mechanisms are
explicitly incorporated, sometimes with reference to a third party.

“But the water problems of our world need not
be only a cause of tension;
they can also be a catalyst for cooperation
….If we work together, a secure
and sustainable water future can be ours.”

16
3

- Kofi Annan, February 2002
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Fictitious Case Scenario: The Pandal Basin
Summary of Key Issues and/or Interests by State
Ordon
Priority is economic
growth
Forestry
Hydropower
potential
Safe drinking water/
sedimentation
Indigenous spiritual
use of the river

Gandor
Growing electricity
needs
Mining
Agricultural land

Panam
Subsistence
agriculture (rice)
Coastal fisheries
Clothing production

Growing number of Mangrove forest
factories
with endangered
birds
Indigenous riverine Flash floods from
interests
upstream dams

Civil uprising

Subsistence
agriculture

Salt water
contamination of
groundwater

Landslides, erosion

Native fishery

Sea level rise

Esund
Industry & service
sectors
Tourism
Agriculture &
irrigation needs
Considering
hydropower
development
Indigenous
subsistence
agriculture
Salt water
contamination of
groundwater
Potential ecotourism

Dalik
Large population
Wealthy
Rapid
industrialization
Agriculture, mining,
large-scale
manufacturing
Pollution and
drinking water
contamination
Interested in cleaner
energy: hydro or
natural gas
Two dams in
headwaters, more
planned
Page 167
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Appendix I

Material used for the role play
prepared by Aaron Wolf

Pandal Basin Overv
O view
Th
he Pandal Rivver Basin (PRB
B) is five riparrian countriess, Dalik, Ordo
on, Gandor, Essund, and Pan
nam.
The headw
waters of the
e Pandal Riverr start high in the peaks off Ordon’s central mountain
n range. From
m
Dalik, the river flows directly south into Ordon and then sout hwest into Gandor. Here, the river meeets
with two major tributaaries, the Nortesund and Suresund,
S
whiich are damm
med to form the Gand Reseervoir
outh from Gandor to its m
mouth in Panam. Along the way, the riveer
in Gandorr. Finally, the river flows so
supports a multitude of
o uses: transp
port of logs; irrigation for rice cultivatio
on and floodp
plain subsisteence
gardens; fisheries;
f
a large mangrove
e forest; and drinking wat er.

Ordon
Ordon
O
is a poo
or country, wiith an econom
my based on ssubsistence aagriculture, primarily rice aand
timber, which
w
it has traaditionally exxported witho
out much reguulation by thee government. Logging
activities have led to th
he constructio
on of a numb
ber of roads leeading to thee Pandal Riverr, which timber
companie
es use to transport logs downstream. Ordon’s
O
objecttive is econom
mic growth. Itts geographicc
conditions have endow
wed it with siggnificant hydrropower poteential along the Pandal Rivver, a potential
that has been
b
as yet un
nrealized due
e to the relucttance of privaate groups to
o invest underr its instable
political conditions. Ho
owever, with its first demo
ocratically‐eleected governm
ment now in office, Ordon
n has
op hydropower to export to
t its neighboor countries. Its population
n is composed of
been seekking to develo
several different ethnic groups, who
o have occasiionally clasheed over access to the coun
ntry’s timber
n’s ethnic gro
oups depend on
o the Panda l River’s wateer for subsisteence agricultu
ure
resourcess. All of Ordon
and drinking water. On
ne group, the Suwa, also conducts trad itional religio
ous rites alongg a stretch of the
Pandal Rivver. Recently,, the country’’s ethnic grou
n investors w
ups have unitted in opposittion to foreign
who
keep disproportionate profits from the Ordon’s timber
t
industtry. Five yearrs ago, a brieff civil uprisingg
O
and overthrow
o
thee central goveernment befo
ore being resolved
broke outt, threateningg to “Occupy Ordon”
with help from the largger regional community.
c
Additional
A
Ordon Challe
enges:
estation is leaading to incre
easing frequenncy of landslides that threeaten Ordon’ss
 Defore
roads and other inffrastructure. On
O one occassion in 2010, a landslide in
nto the Pandaal led
h sedimentation of public drinking wateer supplies.
to high
 While the Occupy movement
m
in Ordon has quuieted, the underlying ten
nsions betweeen
digenous pop
pulation and foreign
f
timbeer corporation
ns remain.
the ind

Gandorr
o the south of
o the Ordon sits
s Gandor, a small, landloocked countryy situated entirely within tthe
To
Pandal Baasin. Gandor is an economically poor co
ountry rich in natural resou
urces, including lush
agriculturral land, valuaable minerals,, and a large native fisheryy,. Through its resource reeserves, Gand
dor is
making modest
m
economic gains, mo
oving from raw exports to the construcction of factorries that prod
duce
electronicc products. Ass Gandor has developed, itts electricity nneeds have in
ncreased. Gan
ndor has
traditionaally met its po
ower needs th
hrough dome
estic hydropow
wer productio
on at Gand Reservoir, justt
downstream of the con
nfluence of th
he Nortesund
d and Suresunnd tributariess, but the com
mbination of
growing electricity
e
nee
eds and exhau
ustion of its domestic
d
hydrropower supp
ply has madee it eager to im
mport
electricityy from its neigghbors. Gandor’s populatio
on consists o f two predom
minate ethic ggroups, the laarger
of which, the Tulsi, dom
minate the go
overnment an
nd industry inn Gandor’s bu
urgeoning citiies. The mino
ority,
the Hrangg, reside near Gandor’s northern border with Ordon , where they live along thee riverbed. Th
here
is also a small Hrang po
opulation on Ordon’s side of the bordeer. The Hrang rely on rice ccultivation,
f
gardening, and traditional fissheries to meeet their subssistence need
ds. They are also
seasonal floodplain
characterized by a high
her level of po
overty than in
n the rest of tthe country aas well as poliitical
h came to ligh
ht in the 1990
0s, when the iinternational community iintervened in
n
marginalizzation‐ which
Gandor to
o stop violencce against the
e Hrang. The impoverished
i
d conditions tthat emerged
d during the 1
1990s
in Gandorr’s northern region
r
have crreated politiccal oppositionn to the goverrning democrratic regime,
which the
e majority parrty is eager to
o contain.
Additional
A
Ga
andor Challlenges:
 The etthnic minorityy, the Hrang, are threateneed by the effeects of climatte change. Larger
floods and longer dry
d seasons th
hreaten their subsistence aagriculture.
m in Ordon and Dalik may
 Conversely, large hydropower projects propoosed upstream
n the hydrograph that supp
ports seasonaal floodplain ffarming and tthe large and
d
flatten
diverse
e native fishe
ery. These nattive fish speciies, used both
h as an econo
omic export aand as
subsisttence for the Hrang, are unlikely to thr ive without h
historic wet and dry season
n
condittions.

Panam
m
So
outheast of Gandor
G
sits Paanam, a coasttal country att the mouth o
of the Pandal River. Most o
of the
country lies along the Tulgy
T
Sea outtside of the basin, divided from Gandorr by the Panam Mountainss.
Previouslyy isolated and
d economically stunted byy civil war, Pannam has exhibited surprising economicc
growth sin
nce the resolution of the conflict
c
in 199
92. Panam’s eeconomy is drriven by a com
mbination of
subsistence agriculture
e (primarily riice cultivation
n), clothing prroduction and
d exports, and coastal fish
heries
both at th
he mouth of the
t Pandal Rivver and in the
e Tulgy Sea. TTo the south o
of the countryy, where the
Pandal Rivver approaches the ocean, sit a large mangrove
m
foreest and fisherry, recently exxpanded as an
income‐ge
enerating pro
oject for local women by a large internaational NGO. To spur econ
nomic

developm
ment, Panam has
h been seeking to draw ecotourists too the exceptional biodiverrsity in its
northern region, includ
ding several species
s
of rare
e and endanggered birds th
hat nest alongg the Pandal River.
untry farthestt downstream
m in the Pand
dal River Basinn, Panam is veery concerneed about
As the cou
maintaining a reliable water
w
supply for its fisheriies. Flash flooods from dam
ms constructed in Gandor h
have
on inundated
d its fisheries, destroying fiish stocks andd fishing equiipment. Panam has enjoyeed a
on occasio
relatively stable democratic government for the last twenty yyears, and is p
primarily inhaabited by the Klee
oup.
ethnic gro
Additional
A
Pa
anam Challe
enges:
 Panam
m’s groundwater is at risk for
f saltwater intrusion, leaaving the Panam government
with limited options for drinkingg water.
 Panam
m’s governme
ent is growingg increasingly concerned about sea leveel rise. While there
is some high ground
d along the Gandor
G
bordeer, most of thee country liess near sea levvel.
With a sea level rise
e of +1 meterr, most of thee habitable land in Panam would be
inundaated.

Esund
o the south of
o Gandor and
d Ordon, neighboring Panaam, lies Esund
d, a relativelyy wealthy country
To
that contaains two signiificant tributaaries, the Norrtesund and SSuresund, thaat feed into th
he Pandal River.
Esund’s caapital lies outtside of the Pandal basin, and
a its econoomy is centereed in large citties with indu
ustry,
tourism, and
a service se
ectors. Esund has a long co
oastline and a long‐establiished fishery in the Southeern
Ocean. So
o far, it has no
ot imposed significant dem
mands on the water resourrces of the Paandal tributarries.
However, the central government
g
has
h been explloring plans too construct a series of dam
ms on the Esu
und
River in order to generrate power fo
or its large coaastal cities annd to boost in
ndustrial agricculture in its
western region.
r
The co
ountry is diverse, drawing internationall commerce aand tourists. H
However, a
number of
o ethnic grou
ups who rely primarily
p
on subsistence
s
aggriculture inh
habit Esund’s countryside, and
these groups are wary that their traaditional pracctices may be lost in the co
ountry’s push
h for industriaal
agriculturre for export.
Additional
A
Essund Challenges:
 Esund,, like Panam, relies on groundwater forr its coastal urban water su
upply. Esund’’s
ground
dwater supply is threatene
ed by industrrial pollution aand by salt w
water intrusion
n
related
d to unsustain
nable withdraawals.
 Esund’’s globalized capital
c
drawss tourists, ma ny of whom vventure inlan
nd to see the
rainforrests surroun
nding the Norttesund tributtary of the Paandal. Esund’ss governing
officials are worried
d about how to meet theirr energy dem
mands needed
d to maintain
w
losingg their burgeooning tourism
m industry.
economic growth without

Dalik
n the northern
nmost headw
waters of the Pandal basin,, Dalik borderrs all four of its much smaller
In
neighborss. Dalik is a large, wealthy country still exhibiting
e
rappid economic development. Most of Daalik’s
populatio
on lives in largge cities alongg the Tulgy an
nd in the nortth of the coun
ntry, where laarge industriaal
fisheries, agriculture, mining,
m
and laarge‐scale maanufacturing aand industry have sustaineed a diverse
D
has used
d its economicc and militaryy power to acchieve its goals in the regio
on,
economy.. Politically, Dalik
backing a civil war in Panam and supplying weap
pons to the Tuulsi in Gandor in the 1990ss in order to
d to distract the
t internatio
onal commun ity from its m
massive deforestation and
procure raaw goods and
mining op
perations, which involved relocating
r
maany minority eethnic populaations. Todayy, Dalik sufferrs
from high
h levels of pollution, and it hopes to gre
een up its imaage by switching from its o
oil reserves to
o
hydroelecctric power. Itt has already two dams in the Pandal h eadwaters, and plans to b
build several larger
dams with
hin the next few
f years. Dalik has not joined any regi onal agreemeents or otherrwise participated
in river baasin planning..
Additional
A
Dalik Challen
nges:
pose unilateraal constructio
on of
 Dalik iss worried thaat the international commuunity will opp
dams in
i the Pandal headwaters.. If hydropow
wer production
n is delayed, the Dalik
govern
nment is investigating new
w developmennts in hydrofrracturing, which will makee
naturaal gas deposits in the east economically
e
y viable.
 Dalik’ss municipal water
w
suppliess in its large ciities are conttaminated to unsafe levelss by
miningg and agriculttural runoff. One
O political pparty in Dalikk has proposeed diverting w
water
from the Pandal Rivver to meet drinking
d
wate r needs.

Sum
mmary of Key Issue
es and/orr Interestts by Statte
Orrdon

Gand
dor

Priority is economic
growth
Forestry
Hydropow
wer
potential
Safe drinkking
water/sed
dimentation

Growing
electricity needs
n
Mining
Agriculturaal land

Indigenou
us spiritual
use of the
e river

Panam

Esund

Subsistence
agriculture (ricee)
Coastal fisherie s
Clo
othing
pro
oduction
Maangrove foresst
witth endangereed
birrds

Industrry &
service sectors
Tourism
m
Agricultture &
irrigatio
on needs
Consideering
hydrop
power
develop
pment

Indigenouss
riverine intterests

Flaash floods fro m
upstream damss

Civil uprissing

Subsistence
e
agriculture
e

Sallt water
contamination oof
gro
oundwater

nous
Indigen
subsisteence
agricultture
Salt waater
contam
mination of
ground
dwater

Landslides, erosion

Native fishery

Seaa level rise

Growing nu
umber
of factoriess

Potentiial eco‐
tourism
m

Dalik
Large populaation
Wealthy
Rapid
industrializattion
Agriculture,
mining, largee‐
scale
manufacturing
Pollution and
d
drinking watter
contaminatio
on
Interested in
n
cleaner enerrgy:
hydro or nattural
gas
Two dams in
n
headwaters,,
more planneed

Pandal Basin
B
Grroundwa
ater Rolee Play

dal River Basin (PRB) is fiive riparian countries,
c
Daalik, Ordon, G
Gandor, Esun
nd, and Panam
m.
The Pand
The head
dwaters of the Pandal Riv
ver start high
h in the peakss of Ordon’s ccentral moun
ntain range. From
Dalik, thee river flows directly soutth into Ordon
n and then soouthwest intto Gandor. Heere, the riverr
meets with two majorr tributaries,, the Nortesu
und and Sureesund, which are dammed
d to form thee
ndor. Finally
y, the river flo
ows south froom Gandor tto its mouth iin Panam. Along
Gand Resservoir in Gan
the way, the
t river sup
pports a multtitude of usess: transport oof logs; irrigaation for ricee cultivation and
floodplain
n subsistence gardens; fisheries; a larrge mangrovve forest; and
d drinking waater.
Panam is 100 percentt dependent on groundwater for drin
nking water. P
Panam’s grou
undwater is at
ng the Panam
m governmen
nt with limiteed options fo
or drinking w
water.
risk for saaltwater intrrusion, leavin
Panam haas been seek
king to draw ecotourists
e
to
t the excepttional biodiveersity in its n
northern regiion,
so the perception of a “green” destination is im
mportant. Pan
nam is very cconcerned ab
bout maintaiining
ndustry, whicch is dependeent on the co
oastal aquiferr for
a reliablee water supplly for its botttled water in
the sourcce.
Dalik’s municipal
m
watter supplies in
i its large cities are conttaminated to unsafe levells by mining and
agricultural runoff. Daalik has prop
posed divertiing water froom the Pandaal River to m
meet drinkingg
e
y viable usingg convention
nal drilling
water neeeds. Natural gas depositss in the east economically
technolog
gy. Dalik gov
vernment is in
nvestigating new develop
pments in ho
orizontal drillling and
hydrofraccturing for unconvention
nal exploratio
on and devel opment of a new naturall gas field
discovereed along the border of Paanam and Dallik.
Panam was
w awarded a grant from
m the Global Water
W
Protecction Agency to prepare o
one of the first
groundw
water protectiion programs in the worlld since Panaam relied on wells and sp
prings for theeir
water sup
pply. The gro
oundwater sccientist respo
onsible for coompleting th
he work for P
Panam was
sensitive about not haaving finisheed specialty graduate
g
worrk in groundw
water sciencce, but was
perience for the past few
w years, alongg with their ffamiliarity with
confidentt that their on‐the‐job exp
Panam’s water
w
system
m, would pro
ovide them th
he backgroun
nd to compleete a technicaally and legallly
defensiblle groundwatter protectio
on report. Mo
ost of the areea to be delin
neated as a grroundwater
protectio
on area was lo
ocated in thee shale gas exxploration arrea located aalong the border of Panam
m and
Dalik.
a Dalik waas contentiou
us because th
he Dalik grou
undwater
The initiaal meeting off the Panam and
engineer considered the
t groundw
water protecttion plan prep
pared by thee Panam grou
undwater
t be too con
nservative an
nd expensivee to implemen
nt. The Panaam newspaper was in
scientist to
attendance, sensing a story on a hotly
h
contesteed local issuee since it wass a rural com
mmunity. Thee
nt from Dalik
k made attem
mpts to keep the
t meeting on a professsional level, b
but any attem
mpt
consultan
to start th
he meeting was
w shot dow
wn by the Pan
nam’s constaant defensivee posturing. A
After the firstt six
months of
o regular meeetings resultting in no meeasurable proogress, the P
Panam and Dalik councilss
suggested
d a neutral th
hird party wiith technical expertise too assist with tthe negotiatiions between
n the
Panam an
nd Dalik conssultants.

Instructio
ons
The neutrral third partty will meet with
w each paarty for five m
minutes befo
ore the negottiation to disccuss
the groun
nd rules to saave time and expedite thee process to ssave money.
The neutrral third partty recognizess that maps and
a sketchess are an impo
ortant part of a hydrologiist’s
methods of presentin
ng complex in
nformation, so
s it will be im
mportant to use an overh
head projecto
or
pad of paperr for drawingg and
and transsparencies off the PRB maap, or providee a white boaard or large p
note takin
ng. You havee identified an
n alternativee from anotheer country fo
or the prelim
minary
groundw
water samplin
ng and analyssis of nearby
y wells, as weell as a new w
well design fo
or the expertts to
consider using the claassic “what iff” line of inqu
uiry, specificaally as it relaates to wheth
her or not thee
d will cause cross
c
commu
unication bettween wells.
hydrofraccture method
The third
d party’s goall is to break the
t impasse between
b
thee dueling exp erts and get them to agreee to
Joint Factt Finding app
proach suggeesting a Jointt Technical M
Memorandum
m in less than
n one hour. Iff an
agreemen
nt cannot be reached in one
o hour, you
u will stop th
he negotiation
n.

Shale Ga
as
Area

Groundw
water Scientiist For Panam
m
You havee been workin
ng for Panam
m for the pastt two years aand know theeir water sysstem better than
anyone else in Panam
m. You helped
d Panam acq
quire the gran
nt to complette the groundwater
on work and so
s you deserrve the work.. You have d
developed a sstrong working relationsh
hip
protectio
with the water
w
master of Panam.
You are almost
a
done with
w your Maaster of Scien
nce degree in
n groundwatter science an
nd all that is left
is to finish writing your thesis. Ho
owever, you are finding itt hard to com
mplete with yyour work an
nd
for Panam. Y
You are aware that other
the sociall life that hass evolved since you starteed working fo
groundw
water scientists who have completed their advanceed degrees livve and work
k in Dalik, butt you
have the same or bettter credentiaals than them
m with your oon‐the‐job traaining, so you really don’’t
way.
need the degree anyw
otection projeect was moree challengingg than you th
hought it wou
uld be. You sspent
The groundwater pro
me inventory
ying the locaations of orph
han, old and plugged wells. You spen
nt much time
a lot of tim
researchiing hydrofracturing techn
nology becau
use you did n
not study thiss subject while attemptin
ng
your Masster of Sciencce. You are certain that hydrofracturiing causes po
ollution becaause you have
read thatt some countries in the world
w
have baanned the praactice. You aalso have reaad editorials iin
the intern
national new
ws media prep
pared by “kn
nowledge jou
urnalists” thaat make a com
mpelling casee
against th
he practice frrom the persspective of in
ncreasing greeenhouse gass emissions tto the atmosp
phere
through leaks
l
in casin
ngs, through increased reeliance on fosssil fuels, and
d the percepttion that the
injected fluids
f
under high pressurres has to go “somewheree” and it just can’t get into Panam’s w
water
supply. Your
Y
charge iss to help Pan
nam protect their
t
drinkin
ng water supp
plies becausee they have n
no
alternativ
ves.

Dalik Gro
oundwater Engineer
E
You recen
ntly opened a branch offiice in Dalik after workingg nearly ten yyears for onee of the largest
groundw
water engineeering firms in
n the world. Unlike the grroundwater scientist who works for
Panam, you
y have a graduate degreee in groundwater sciencce from the E
Esund Water Resources
Research
h Institute, th
he most presttigious institu
ute in the Paandal River B
Basin.
You comp
pleted some work for Pan
nam while liv
ving in Dalik,
k, but it was n
not for the Paanam water
master. You
Y are not desperate
d
forr work, but are
a interested
d in not traveeling to other continents as
much as you
y used to and
a desire to
o become parrt of the Pand
dal River Bassin so you acccept a position
with the Dalik
D
govern
nment. You arre aware of the
t personal and professiional relation
nship the
groundw
water scientist at Panam maintains
m
witth the Panam
m water mastter.
You are surprised
s
by Panam’s pro
oclamation th
hat all hydroffracturing off shale gas reeservoirs is aan
environm
mental risk. You
Y attend alll of the publiic meetings rregarding thiis groundwatter protectio
on
project, and
a keep to yourself
y
when
n the opporttunity exists tto ask questiions. In the sspirit of
professio
onalism, you surprise the Panam conssultant with a telephone ccall congratu
ulating them on
the qualitty of his publlic presentattion. Howeveer, after you have review
wed the groun
ndwater
protectio
on report and
d something doesn’t
d
appeear correct.
A medium
m‐sized interrnational oil and gas company desiress the concesssion to develop the naturral
gas in thee shale reserv
voir along th
he Panam‐Dalik border reegion. The Paanam councill must appro
ove
the drillin
ng program due
d to an reggional agreem
ment with Daalik. On the rrecommendaation of the
groundw
water scientist from Panam
m, the Panam
m council refu
uses to allow
w an explorattory well duee to
concerns of impacting
g the coastal aquifer that Panam usess for its drink
king water su
upply. This
s
you
u as the exploratory welll is located ou
utside of the mapped bou
undary for th
he
position surprises
groundw
water protectiion program that Panam is implemen
nting. You arre requested by the oil an
nd gas
company
y to present the facts and findings of a technical reeview of the ggroundwaterr protection
program to the Panam
m council. Yo
ou point out that the land
d is outside th
he mapped b
boundary, an
nd
ults of drillin
ng other exploratory wellls in the Pand
dal River bassin, the local
that based on the resu
hydrogeo
ology is favorrable for prottecting the groundwater
g
supplies of P
Panam. The Panam
consultan
nt indicates that
t
while the subject pro
operty is outsside the map
pped boundaary of the
groundw
water protectiion area, other countries in the world
d reportedly outlaw hydrofracturing aand
that the practice
p
placees Panam’s drinking
d
wateer supplies aat risk. You p
provide addittional
informatiion detailing
g why hydrofr
fracturing elssewhere in th
he world posses no threatt to drinking
water sup
pplies withou
ut success.
Other neiighboring rip
parians in thee Pandal Riveer Basin and
d their techniical consultan
nts also
encounteer the same trreatment by Panam. You
u continue too attend the p
public meetin
ngs and listen
n to
the same complaints and
a answerss to complain
nts. In your d
discussions w
with other co
onsultants, yo
ou
program usin
ng volunteerss
discover that there is interest in redoing the groundwater protection p
y oil and gas operators,
o
an
nd instructorrs at the Esun
nd Water
from otheer countries, the primary
Resourcees Research Institute.
The Dalik
k council requests your teechnical assisstance with ccoordinatingg the volunteeer efforts to redo
the groun
ndwater prottection mapp
ping project. You are con
ncerned that any changess made to thee
mapping will be perceeived by the Panam as a personal
p
attaack on them and their consultant. Yo
ou are
also conccerned aboutt the perceptiion of uncerttainty and in decision in tthe groundwater sciencess by
the public. You are allso concerned that while the groundw
water protecttion program
m is importan
nt to
untry in the Pandal
P
River Basin, it will not be emb
braced by oth
her countriess because it ccould
every cou

not be deeveloped with
h any consen
nsus in region
n that is the ttechnical cen
nter of excelllence for
groundw
water science in the world
d. However, one
o thing is ccertain, and tthat is the grroundwater
protectio
on program universally
u
co
ondemning hydrofractur
h
ing of shale ggas reservoirrs completed
d to
date is technically imp
practicable as
a it makes th
he assumptioon that all sh
hale gas wellss leak greenh
house
d that continu
ued use of fo
ossil fuels is immoral.
gases and
Your inteerest is design
ned to salvagge the shale gas
g developm
ment program
m, to gain the trust of thee
public in the value of groundwater sciences in
n their everyd
day lives, sho
ow other watter systems iin the
hat hydraulic fracturing of shale gas reeservoirs is ffully protectiive of
Pandal Riiver Basin th
groundw
water protectiion and that the assessmeents can be ttechnically defensible usiing volunteerrs
and indusstry technolo
ogy and resources.

